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Plan 

for the City of 
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Introduction 

The City of Winter Haven is one of Florida's many growing communities facing challenging 
issues that may impact the sustainability of the quality of life for residents and visitors.  The 
City is world renowned for Cypress Gardens - a unique water oriented attraction, situated in a 
beautiful lakeside setting. Historically, the local economic base has been citrus production and 
phosphate mining, however these industries have declined since the 1980's. Winter Haven's 
downtown has also been the retail center for eastern Polk County but is now challenged by 
regional competition from other areas such as the U.S. Hwy. 27 corridor, Eagles Ridge, Lake 
Wales, Bartow and more recently 
Auburndale to the west of town.  
Other factors, such as complications 
with industrial land use and the lack of 
public investment in upgrading 
infrastructure, have also combined to 
have a negative influence on the City's 
commercial success leading to physical 
deterioration and a decline in the tax 
base. 

Growth and development in the City 
of Winter Haven has been a direct result of expansion of the Florida railroad system into Polk 
County in the early 1880's. The railroad stimulated economic development in the area 
providing a means to export citrus products that have been the historic base of the regional 
economy.  Rail terminals established locations for packing houses with convenient access for 
product distribution.  The location of these facilities has unfortunately caused long term 
impacts on land use patterns and physical conditions in the vicinity of the downtown. 
Abandonment of the Seaboard Coastline Railroad a century later has left a corridor of vacant 
and deteriorating properties in the center of the City. 

Other transportation corridors are also declining in terms of their ability to provide safe, 
efficient traffic circulation, or in their ability to support sound future growth and development.  
The FDOT has completed design of the realignment of US 17 between 6th Street SW and 3rd 
Street SW to enable greater road carrying capacity and smoother traffic flow. The widening of 
1st Street in 1987 has also increased traffic volume handling on another commercial roadway 
in downtown Winter Haven.  However, both of these road improvements are impacting area 
businesses and property owners.  These projects are causing several problems, including 
acquisition and demolition of existing businesses, the redistribution of traffic volume from the 
historic downtown and the reconfiguration of land and access to property.   
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Presently, the negative traits of declining strip development characterize the condition of these 
rail and road corridors. In some areas the air space is cluttered with power lines and unsightly 
commercial signs and the roadsides are littered with debris. Aging structures are substandard 
or dilapidated, no longer satisfying current building code requirements. Private sector 
investment in the area has been affected by signs of physical decay and economic neglect as 
surrounding areas have successfully competed for a greater share of the commercial market. 
Combined these forces have caused an increase in vacancy rates in valuable commercial assets 
such as the Winter Haven Mall impacting commercial property values. 

A decline in the commercial tax base affects the City's ability to generate revenue to provide 
basic public services for the residents of the community. Without local government 
intervention, these conditions limit the community's potential for higher standards of future 
land development and economic growth influencing the general welfare and quality of life of 
the area's residents. 

The presence of these conditions compelled the City Commission to hire The RMPK Group, 
an architectural, planning and urban design consultant, to prepare this Redevelopment Plan to 
address the communities needs. 

The Community Redevelopment Act 

This document has been prepared under the direction of the Winter Haven City Commission, 
serving as the Community Redevelopment Agency established by Resolution No. R-00-7 on 
March 13, 2000. The planning effort was accomplished through considerable assistance from 
the City Planning Staff and cooperation of the City Manager and several City Department 
Directors.  It is written in accordance with the Community Redevelopment Act of 1969, 
Chapter 163 Part III F.S.  In recognition of the need to prevent and eliminate slum and 
blighted conditions within the community, the Community Redevelopment Act confers upon 
counties and municipalities the authority and powers to carry out Community Redevelopment.  

The Community Redevelopment Plan 

All public redevelopment activities expressly authorized by the Community Redevelopment 
Act and funded by tax increment financing must be set forth in a Redevelopment Plan, which 
has been approved by the City Commission.  Like the City's Comprehensive Plan, the 
Community Redevelopment Plan is an evolving document, which must be evaluated and 
amended on a regular basis in order to accurately reflect changing conditions and community 
objectives.  As such, this Community Redevelopment Plan has been prepared to update the 
established action priorities contained in the Comprehensive Plan based upon a new set of 
priorities set forth by the citizens. 
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Area Enlarged
Figure 2 Below

 
Figure 1 - Location Map 

 
 

 
Figure 2 - Regional Context Map 
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Figure 3 – CRA Boundary Map
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Redevelopment District Description 

The Redevelopment District was determined after careful evaluation of all parcels of property 
located within the general downtown area in the vicinity of U. S. 17 and 1st Street. Final 
determination for parcels to be included in the proposed boundary was based on the following 
criteria: 

 Statutory criteria pertaining to site conditions; 
 Consideration of future development or redevelopment potential; 
 Consideration of sound planning principles for continuity of future land use based on 

adjacent land uses or land attributes, transportation systems, and the efficient provision 
of government utilities and services; 

 Consideration of irregular, small or surrounded parcels that might, at some future time, 
be combined with adjacent parcels for a more efficient use of land; and 

 Natural or man made features providing a logical terminus for the boundaries such as 
lake front areas and roadways, which provide a definition for Winter Haven’s 
downtown. 

The Redevelopment District contains 2,012 parcels of property encompassing approximately 
850 acres of land. The boundary of the area is generally described as follows: beginning in the 
north at the eastern shore of Lake Spring at US 17, proceed south along the shoreline to the 
eastern property line of Spring Lake Towers Condominium. Then continue south to Mirror 
Terrace and west to the intersection of 7th Street NW, follow 7th Street NW to the 
intersection of Lake Howard Drive.  Continue south on Lake Howard Drive along the 
shoreline crossing the canal connecting Lake Howard and Lake May, then south on 14th Street 
SW.  The boundary excludes the single-family residential property on Lake May at the end of 
14th Street and extends in a northwesterly direction along the shore of Lake May then south 
eventually following the canal connecting to Lake Shipp.  The boundary then continues south 
along the eastern shore of Lake Shipp to the southern boundary of the City limits of Winter 
Haven. 

The southern boundary of the area is co-terminus with the City limits extending east to the 
intersection of 3rd Street SE. The eastern boundary then proceeds north on 3rd Street SE to 
the intersection of Avenue O SE.  Continue west on Avenue O SE then north along the 
western property line of the Winter Oaks apartment complex to Avenue K, then east to 2nd 
Street SE.  The eastern boundary of the area then extends north on 2nd Street SE to the 
intersection of Avenue A SE continuing east on Avenue A SE to the shore of Lake Elbert.  
The area includes 5 parcels of vacant property on the shore of Lake Elbert at the intersections 
of Avenue A SE, Central Avenue, Avenue A NE and Lake Elbert Drive.  The boundary then 
continues west on Avenue A NE before extending north at the intersection of 4th Street NE 
to the shore of Lake Martha.  The boundary extends north along the western shore of Lake 
Martha incorporating the Winter Haven Hospital, continuing in a westerly direction at the 
northern Hospital property line on Lake Martha then following Avenue I NE to the 
Intersection of North First Street. 

Crossing First Street North, the northern boundary of the area contains the southern and 
western shores of Lake Silver following the shoreline north to the intersection of Avenue M 
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NW on the north shore of Lake Silver.  The northern boundary continues west along Avenue 
M NW to the intersection of US 17, then continues north on the eastern right-of-way line of 
US 17 and finally crossing US 17 to the point of beginning. 
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Summary of Site Inventory and Analysis    

Population 

Winter Haven's population has grown at a relatively slow pace since 1980. At that time  the 
population of Winter Haven was 21,640. The 1999 Bureau of Economic and Business 
Research population estimate is 26,022.  The total increase in population is estimated at 4,382 
or a 20% increase since 1980. This represents an average annual population increase of 
approximately 1% per year. Fortunately, slow population growth has enabled the City to retain 
a very desirable home town character and charm while avoiding many of the problems 
associated with higher growth rates experienced by many of the Cities throughout the State. 

Land Use 

Existing Land Use 
 
  

Land Use 
No. of 

Parcels 
 

Acreage 
 Commercial Office 342 104 
 Commercial Retail 334 204 
 Industrial 208 118 
 Institutional 124 115 
 Parking 12 8 
 Recreation/Open space 21 66 
 Residential High Density 163 29 
 Residential Low Density 144 39 
 Residential Medium Density 563 123 
 Vacant 101 44 
 Total 2,012 850 
 

Commercial 

The land use configuration in the 
redevelopment area is generally consistent 
with typical urban development in small 
town America.  Commercial land uses are 
located along the main transportation 
routes with historically significant retail and 
trade businesses concentrated in the 
downtown area approximately 2 blocks 
north and south of Central Avenue.  
Commercial, institutional and office uses 
are the predominant land uses present in 
the redevelopment district. The area 
contains 676 parcels of commercial office and retail space encumbering 308 acres or 36% of 
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the total acreage of land.  The physical layout and quaint historic character of the downtown 
are extremely desirable attributes that should be replicated and capitalized on for future 
development. 

Commercial development has also occurred in the peripheral areas of the redevelopment 
district and along the primary roadways including U.S. Hwy 17, 3rd Street W and 1st Street as 
the major north-south corridors and Central Avenue, Avenue K and Cypress Gardens 
Boulevard aligned in the east-west direction.  Although these commercial properties have a 
positive impact on the tax roll, their physical condition and appearance may have a negative 
influence on visitors and potential investors.  In fact, commercial and industrial development 
south and west of the historic downtown area cause an unfavorable impression of Winter 
Haven and may be deterrents to future development in the redevelopment district.   

The redevelopment area contains an 
over abundance of commercial property, 
which is spread throughout the district 
limiting the value of these properties 
because of the lack of critical massing to 
support commercial activities.  
Furthermore, commercial and office 
uses are encroaching on surrounding 
neighborhoods and diminishing 
residential property values as well. 
Redevelopment policies should 
encourage concentration of these uses in 
appropriate locations while limiting 
commercial intrusion into residential 
areas. 

Industrial 

The redevelopment area contains 208 
parcels of industrial property consuming 
118 acres of land or 14% of the total 
land area.  Industrial lands were 
originally developed along the Seaboard 
Coastline Railroad and historically have 
provided the primary economic base for 
Winter Haven supporting citrus packing 
and distribution activities.  The City of 
Winter Haven literally grew and 
developed around these industrial areas 
over the years resulting in the prominent 
location of industrial facilities adjacent to 
commercial land uses such as the Winter Haven Mall.  
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The railroad right-of-way was abandoned in the mid-1980's during a declining cycle in the 
citrus industry, which caused additional vacancy and subsequent deterioration of many of the 
structures along the rail line.  While providing an important and viable employment base, many 
of the active industrial uses are having a negative impact on surrounding commercial and 
residential areas along Hwy 17 and on the shores of Lake May and Lake Shipp. These highly 
visible industrial facilities cause a negative impression of Winter Haven as you enter the City 
from the south on Hwy 17. Long range planning objectives should ultimately include the 
relocation of these uses to less visible locations in the City. 

Residential 

Residential land uses account for 870 parcels of property in the redevelopment district with 
the vast majority (563 parcels) being medium density. Residential land use is contained on 191 
acres of property or 22% of the total land area. The percentage of residential land must 
increase dramatically in relation to the total amount of commercial and industrial uses, which 
account for 50% of the total land area. Since Winter Haven is a relatively small town, there is a 
concentration of residential land use in close proximity to the historic downtown.  Large areas 
of low-density residential use exist east of 1st Street with pockets of residential mixed-use west 
of the downtown surrounding Lake Howard and to the southwest surrounded by industrial 
land in the vicinity of Lakes May and Shipp.  

Although much of the existing housing stock within the redevelopment area is presently in 
marginal condition, opportunities for housing renovations and in-fill development will occur 
as elements of the redevelopment plan are successfully implemented.  A strong residential 
component of the downtown is vital to sustaining long-term commercial and economic 
growth by establishing a local market for consumer goods and services.  Therefore, the 
Redevelopment Plan supports the protection and enhancement of existing residential areas 
and proposes additional medium to high-density residential development at appropriate 
locations downtown. 

Institutional 

There are 124 parcels of institutional property utilizing 115 acres of land or 14% of the total 
land area.  Federal, State, County and City government buildings, the public library and Post 
Office, Chamber of Commerce and several area churches constitute a significant institutional 
presence in the downtown.  The Winter Haven Hospital, the Bond and Gessler clinics, and the 
Tampa Electrical Company (TECO) also provide additional institutional types of use while 
medical offices are interspersed throughout the commercial and institutional areas as well.  
These core land uses establish a strong foundation for future growth and development in the 
downtown, however, they must be consolidated in appropriate locations in order to develop 
synergies that will benefit the area. For purposes of the community redevelopment effort, it 
will be important to strengthen the private sector component of the land use composition and 
take advantage of developable vacant land created by the consolidation of government 
facilities in order to stabilize the tax base and increase revenues. 
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Recreation and Open Space 

The redevelopment area contains 21 
parcels of recreational use on 66 acres 
of land or 8% of the total land area.  
The most prominent recreational use 
is the Chain of Lakes Baseball Park 
and Recreation Complex at the south 
end of town housing the Cleveland 
Indians spring training facility, 
swimming pool and Civic Center.  An 
attractive lakeside park, with new 
picnic pavilions and a performance 
amphitheater is located on the southwest shoreline of Lake Silver. The Winter Haven Tennis 
complex is located nearby on 3rd Street NW. Lake Martha Park is a valuable neighborhood 
asset located on the shore of Lake Martha.  The abandoned rail corridor and chain of lakes 
provide the greatest opportunity for future greenway and open space development. The rails 
to trails greenway system has been partially 
completed near City Hall and also serves as 
an attractive open space in the historic 
downtown at Central Park.  The City's 
greatest asset, the chain of lakes, is presently 
underutilized in terms of public access, 
recreational use and visibility.  These assets 
should be enhanced as one of the highest 
priorities in the redevelopment program.  
Lake Howard Boat Ramp, located at E. Lake 
Howard Drive and Central Avenue provides 
an opportunity for upgrading lakeside 
facilities and public access to the Chain of 
Lakes system. 

Historic Buildings 

The original settlement patterns in 
Winter Haven began in the 1880's 
establishing a rich cultural heritage for 
the City that is reflected in the quaint 
architectural features of the 
commercial buildings downtown and 
in the residences and churches 
surrounding the town.  Because 
Winter Haven is remotely located 
from the interstate highway system, 
the City has not experienced the development pressures that have ravaged many historic areas 
in other parts of the state.  Therefore, the integrity of Winter Haven's historic structures 
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remains intact and provides an architectural foundation for future development in the 
downtown and surrounding residential areas. 

Winter Haven Inc., through the City 
Commission, sponsored a study of Historic 
Architectural Resources in 1997 by Historic 
Property Associates, Inc.  According to the 
study there are several historically 
significant commercial, residential and 
governmental buildings in the 
redevelopment area (please see Historic 
Buildings Map). The survey indicates that 
95% of the historic buildings are in fair to 
good condition (567 out of 603). Twenty-six of the remaining 36 structures are in excellent 
condition and 10 of Winter Haven's Historic Buildings are in deteriorated condition.  The 
predominant use of historic buildings in Winter Haven is residential with the greatest change 
in land-use being residential conversion to office use.  
 
 

Original and Present Uses of Historic Buildings Surveyed 
 
 Function/Use Original 

Use 
Present 

Use 
 Residential 505 476 
 Commercial 79 82 
 Church 5 5 
 Clubhouse/meeting hall 3 1 
 School 2 4 
 Armory 1 1 
 Depot 1 1 
 Mausoleum 1 1 
 Office 1 25 
 Post Office 1 1 
 Theater 1 1 
 Water Fountain 1 1 
 Funeral Home 0 1 
 Police Station 0 1 

Source: Historic Properties Survey of Winter Haven, Florida, Historic Property Associates, 
Inc. 1997 

The character and charm of the historic downtown are significant assets and should be 
preserved and enhanced through policies and programs set forth by the City Commission.  
Restoration of historic structures and the formulation of architectural guidelines for new 
construction and building renovations are fundamental aspects of the Winter Haven 
redevelopment program.  
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Zoning  

The Downtown Community Redevelopment area contains 21 zoning districts related to four 
general classifications of land-use, including residential land uses, commercial land uses, 
industrial land uses and institutional land uses. The Planning Department is currently revising 
the zoning districts with the intent to consolidate the classifications into fewer categories.  It’s 
expected that this will be completed in 90 days.  As depicted on the zoning map, residential 
zoning classifications have been consolidated for easier interpretation. The zoning districts 
consist of the following designations. 

BA – Business, automotive 
 Intended to provided protected areas in which compatible businesses oriented to the 

sale and servicing of automobiles may exist 

BR – Business, retail 
 Intended to protect, preserve, and enhance areas intended for retail shopping activities 

and related accessory uses 

BT – Business, tourist, resort 
 Intended to protect and enhance areas best suited for the preservation and 

development of tourist-oriented resort-type facilities, including both accommodations 
and businesses related to the tourist-resort trade 

BW – Business, wholesale, warehousing 
 Intended to provide areas suitably situated for the conduct of businesses engaged in 

the wholesaling, warehousing, and distribution of goods and commodities 

MB – Business Marine 
 Intended to provide suitable areas for marine –oriented business engaged in the sale, 

servicing and storage of boats and accessories 

ILS – Industrial, local service 
 Intended to provide suitable areas for local service industry and manufacturing uses, 

excluding residential uses, except as accessory to principal uses permitted 

IM – Industrial Manufacturing 
 Intended to provide suitable areas for manufacturing and industrial uses not primarily 

serving the local trade areas; whose products are primarily exported and consisting of 
generally larger and heavier industrial and manufacturing plants 
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R-1 – Single Family Residential 
R-1a – Single family, low density 
R-1b – Single family, medium density 
R-1c – Single family, high density 
R-1d – Single family, high density 
 Intended to provide residential areas consisting of single family dwellings on moderate 

size lots, the distinction between these lots is in density 

R-2 – Duplexes, two-family dwellings 
 Intended to provide residential areas in which duplexes may be constructed and 

occupied 

R-3 – Apartments, townhouses, cluster homes, garden court, patio 
houses 
R-3a – low density 
R-3b – medium density 
R-3c – high density 
 Intended to provide a district in which apartments, townhouses, cluster homes, garden 

court, and patio houses may all be constructed in groups making efficient, economical, 
comfortable, and convenient use of land and open space and further serve the public 
purposes of zoning by alternative means to conventional arrangements of yards, open 
spaces, and building areas 

R-4 – Multi-Family 
R-4a – Multiple family low density 
R-4b - Multiple family medium density 
R-4c - Multiple family high density 
 Intended to provide residential areas in which multiple family dwellings or apartments 

may be constructed and occupied with the amenities of a protected living environment 

RM – Mobile home parks (a residential, not commercial district) 
 Intended to provide for mobile homes in approved parks, occupied as single family 

dwellings, with the intent of creating an environment of a residential character, 
designed to enhance living conditions and permitting only those uses, activities, and 
services which are compatible with the residential environment 

RP – Residential, institutional, professional service districts 
 Intended to provide for areas residential in character but not exclusively so, by 

permitting certain limited business, service, office, and institutional uses considered to 
be compatible with medium to high density residential uses and which serves a 
transitional function between pure commercial, industrial, and similar uses and 
residential districts 

The Code and land development regulations should be reviewed and analyzed to insure that 
they facilitate future actions that are consistent with the Redevelopment Plan.  For example, 
the intensified local industrial land uses allowed by current zoning along 3rd, 4th and 5th 
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Streets South should be rezoned to a commercial mixed use zone to support the concept of 
expanding the historic downtown into this area. 

Many single-family parcels near major corridors and in the residential areas near Lake Howard, 
Lake Martha and other neighborhoods have been "up-zoned" in the past several decades. This 
has enabled commercial encroachment into the historic neighborhoods diminishing residential 
real estate values in these areas.  The dispersion of professional offices into residential areas 
has also redirected these uses away from the historic downtown area effectively defusing the 
economic synergy needed to support downtown retail enterprises. 

Signage 

The quality and standards for signage have a tremendous impact on the perception of a 
community.  There is a correlation between those cities throughout the state with quality 
signage and the economic success of the downtown area.  This phenomenon is directly related 
to the investment image portrayed by a community.  Bad signage conditions are generally 
related to areas in economic decline particularly if the prevalent conditions include aging signs 
with structural dilapidation, excessive size and number of signs, cheap or inappropriate 
materials and poor quality of design. These conditions exist in many of the commercial areas 
in Winter Haven along the primary transportation corridors.  The Winter Haven Main Street 
Organization prepared a sign ordinance for the downtown area that was never adopted.  This 
issue should be revisited and many of the concepts contained in the proposed ordinance for 
downtown should be considered for other areas as well.  Billboards and other sign problems 
should also be addressed from a regional perspective through the Polk County Commission.  
Conditions on major thoroughfares outside the City limits, such as U.S. Hwy 27, also have an 
impact on the investment image of Winter Haven.  

Transportation 

Winter Haven is located in eastern Polk County and is served by several primary roadways.  
The main north/south routes are U.S. Hwy. 17, which extends through the western portion of 
the redevelopment area, and First Street extending through the eastern portion of the district. 
The main east/west routes include SR 544 providing access from the north through Florence 
Villa, SR 542, which provides access from U.S. Hwy 27 entering the district on Central Avenue 
and Cypress Gardens Boulevard (SR 540).  Interstate 4, one of the State's primary east/west 
transportation routes, is located approximately 12 miles north and essentially by-passes the 
City with no direct access other than U.S. Hwy 27. 

The redevelopment area contains sections of all of the primary roadways in Winter Haven.  It 
is divided by the intersection of U.S. Hwy 17 and 1st Street with Central Avenue.  Internal 
traffic circulation is provided through a grid network of two-way streets.  The grid street 
pattern is relatively consistent throughout the district, which accommodates an efficient traffic 
circulation system that is desirable in the downtown.  Intrusion of the old rail system in the 
west side of the redevelopment area between 4th and 5th Street bisects the grid pattern with 
improvements that provide pedestrian orientation and green space north of Central Avenue. 
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Pope Avenue and Magnolia Avenue cross the downtown diagonally to the northwest causing 
the awkward north/south alignment of several intersecting streets.  

Several transportation issues will have an impact on the redevelopment area.  The most 
immediate issue is the on-going planning and design of the U.S. Highway 17 realignment. The 
City and the Redevelopment Agency should be involved in the planning process and ensure 
that the scope of design addresses the impacts of altering traffic circulation patterns.  The new 
road section must also address pedestrian access and include landscaping elements that will be 
consistent with proposed improvements to the abandoned rail right-of-way. Although outside 
the redevelopment area, the four-laning of Cypress Gardens Boulevard also presents an 
opportunity to revitalize that corridor while enabling desperately needed landscaping to buffer 
the impact of the road and create visual interest entering the redevelopment area. 

Parking 

Parking is an important element of any redevelopment program because it often determines 
the feasibility of proposed projects. A shopping district, office building or residential project 
cannot be considered unless there are adequate parking accommodations for the patrons, 
employees or residents.  Fortunately, downtown Winter Haven is adequately served by existing 
parking facilities.  On-street parallel parking exists at several locations on Central Avenue and 
along the majority of the streets in the historic downtown.  Diagonal parking is located on 4th 
and 5th Streets North surrounding Central Park. 

On site parking facilities are currently sufficient enough to accommodate the demand for 
parking downtown.  Winter Haven has been able to retain the character of the downtown to a 
great extent because on site parking has been contained to the rear of many properties.  This 
parking configuration has enabled a better pedestrian orientation to the front of the historic 
structures on Central Avenue and other main streets in town. This type of unobtrusive, on-site 
parking configuration should be incorporated in future development wherever possible.  

Presently, the main concern for parking centers in the downtown business district, an area 
where parking is vital to the economic life of Winter Haven.  Although there is sufficient 
parking to accommodate the daily needs of local businesses, the downtown experiences 
parking problems at peak times during special events.  The parking problem is primarily 
perceptual and is generated by the lack of convenience during these events.  This is not an 
unusual problem for downtown areas such as this.  As redevelopment takes place property 
that is currently vacant will become developed providing the opportunity to create a more 
attractive pedestrian environment.  Through urban design techniques and landscaping 
improvements, parking areas that are now perceived as being remote, will be better 
incorporated into the urban framework with new areas of interest for the pedestrian,.
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occupying their attention and effectively reducing the perception of inconvenience when 
walking into town for special events 

When successful, downtown redevelopment will increase commercial/retail opportunities and 
intensify existing land uses, including additional office and residential uses.  As new 
development occurs it will be necessary to ensure adequate convenient parking facilities. The 
best way to achieve convenient parking in a downtown area and increase parking capacity is to 
develop on-street diagonal parking wherever possible.  This technique should be incorporated 
in future plans at locations throughout the redevelopment district.  Another strategy is to 
develop a signage system to help visitors easily discover existing parking areas and those 
proposed for future development 

Water 

The City owns, operates, and maintains the sole potable water system inside the City limits. 
The Consumptive Use Permit issued to the City by the Southwest Florida Water Management 
District allows for a 8.15 MGD average and 10.5 MGD peak withdrawal rate.  Per the City's 
Comprehensive Plan Evaluation and Appraisal Report, 1997 demand was 5.876 MGD. This 
represents 72 percent of the permitted average daily withdrawal rate and 56 percent of the 
peak withdrawal rate.  The City has determined that the capacity of the water system is 
adequate to serve its potable water needs through the 30 year planning period.  Proposed 
redevelopment projects and programs should not stress the City's water supply system, 
therefore no additional capital expense is anticipated for system expansion as a result of this 
effort.  However, the Public Works Director has indicated that the water distribution system in 
the historic downtown area is very old and that any proposed improvements in this area must 
consider the expense of retrofitting this antiquated infrastructure. 

Sanitary Sewer  

The City of Winter Haven provides sanitary sewer service to properties in the redevelopment 
area.  According to the Comprehensive Plan the sanitary sewer system consists of two 
wastewater treatment plants, Plant 2 and Plant 3, approximately 97 miles of gravity sewer lines, 
42.5 miles of force main and 83 lift stations.  Both of the plant's operating capacities are well 
above current demand and the infrastructure is in good condition with a life expectancy of at 
least 20 years. As with the water system, the age of the existing lines in the historic downtown 
area were identified as problems, however, the level of service for the system in this area was 
determined to be satisfactory.  

Future land use proposals contained in this plan will increase demand for sanitary sewer 
service but should not overburden existing capacity.  Proposed capital improvements and 
redevelopment projects will provide excellent opportunities to retrofit infrastructure in the 
downtown and increase revenues for capital expenses. 
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Reclaimed Water Distribution System 

In 1993 the City completed the first phase of a reclaimed water distribution system providing 
an average daily flow of approximately 67,000 GPD.  While enabling conservation of a 
significant amount of potable water, the use of reclaimed water is an economical source of 
water for landscape irrigation.  Installation of an additional distribution line to the Chain of 
Lakes Stadium has been postponed beyond the current comprehensive planning period.  The 
scheduling of this project should be considered a higher priority in order to provide an 
inexpensive, high quality source of irrigation for streetscape improvements and for private 
redevelopment projects such as the Winter Haven Mall.  The provision of reclaimed water 
should be an integral component of area-wide beautification efforts undertaken by both the 
public and private sectors. 

Solid Waste 

The City collects solid waste within the redevelopment area for disposal in the County land fill.  
Future demand for solid waste disposal will increase as a result of the implementation of the 
Redevelopment Plan but should not have a dramatic effect on the capacity of the land fill.  
City staff and area property owners expressed their concern for solid waste collection in the 
confined alleys and streets of the historic downtown area.  Other Cities faced with this 
problem have had success consolidating locations in the downtown for collection, which is a 
recommended alternative for the City of Winter Haven. 

Drainage 

Winter Haven owns operates and maintains an urban stormwater system consisting of an 
extensive network of storm sewer lines on City streets throughout the community that channel 
stormwater to the various lakes located within the City limits. The City operates this drainage 
network in conjunction with the SWFWMD, which operates drainage facilities on lakes 
throughout the region, and the Canal Commission, which maintains canals and specific 
facilities associated with the chain of lakes.  Jurisdiction over water quality and management 
issues for the region is controlled by the Southwest Florida Water Management District 
(SWFWMD).  The District has completed the Peace River Management Plan, which is a 
strategic plan offering solutions to stormwater problems in the watershed basin. 

The primary drainage problems within the area are related to excessive sheet flow over roads 
due to an inadequate conveyance system.  Drainage problems occur during periods of heavy 
rainfall at the following locations within the redevelopment area: 

 Along 7th Street SW, from Avenue B to Avenue F, excess stormwater flows along 
the street directly into Lake May. 

 Flooding occurs on East Central Avenue and 3rd Street near the Bond Clinic. 

Drainage and water quality problems can be resolved through the redevelopment process as 
projects are designed and constructed in accordance with modern standards for stormwater 
retention and treatment.  However, the drainage and retention facilities should be designed 
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using a regional approach rather than damaging the urban landscape with a series of retention 
ponds on individual properties such as the recently completed retention facility at the Eckerd 
Drug store located west of City Hall. Another looming stormwater retention issue is associated 
with the U.S. Hwy 17 road realignment presently designed to consume a substantial portion of 
the rail corridor with a retention area.  The City must get involved with the design of this 
facility to ensure an aesthetically pleasing and functional design solution at this highly visible 
location. 

Lake System 

One of Winter Haven's greatest 
attributes is the system of lakes that 
spread beautifully throughout the 
City. The area contains substantial 
acreage of lake front property on 
several lakes in the system, 
including Lake Spring, Lake 
Howard, Lake May, Lake Shipp 
Lake Lulu, Lake Elbert, Lake 
Martha and Lake Silver.  
Deteriorating water quality of the lake system prompted preparation of a Stormwater Quality 
Improvement Plan by the City's Lakes Division completed in September 1998.  According to 
the Stormwater Plan the lakes surrounding the downtown area still suffer from the effects of 
previous industrial and municipal wastewater discharges.  While these causes of historic point 
source pollution have been corrected, water quality problems associated with stormwater 
runoff have not been resolved. 

Pursuant to the recommendations 
contained in the Plan, the City has 
established a Stormwater Utility to 
collect fees to be used for 
infrastructure improvements 
designed to reduce sediment loading 
into the lake system.  More than half 
(14) of the twenty-six capital 
projects identified in the Plan target lakes within the area. This is an indication of the need for 
water quality improvement in these lakes.   

Historic development patterns and practices have impacted the lake system generating runoff 
that has been conveyed through a stormwater sewer system containing 225 outlets for direct 
discharge into area lakes.  Redevelopment provides the greatest opportunity to correct 
deficiencies in stormwater management systems.  A well-conceived master plan for the 
downtown area enables a regional approach to retrofitting infrastructure while redevelopment 
of property removes impervious surfaces decreasing the quantity of runoff.  Redevelopment 
encourages private sector involvement in carrying the expense of improvements and also 
strengthens the tax base providing revenue for public projects.   
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City staff and area residents have identified several other issues associated with the Lake 
System that can be addressed through the redevelopment process including: 

 Water quality and land use issues 
 Accessibility to lakes for all citizens 
 Redevelopment of lake front areas 
 Eco-tourism 
 Public Education 

Lake System issues and opportunities should be addressed through a waterway master plan as 
one of the priority implementation strategies recommended in the Redevelopment Plan. 
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Urban Design Analysis 

Downtown Winter Haven has many desirable 
urban design characteristics.  Nestled in the 
lakes and rolling hills of east Polk County, the 
downtown has topographic and water features 
that few other cities in Florida can claim.  The 
grid patterned road layout enables safe 
pedestrian and vehicular access throughout the 
downtown providing a level of comfort to 
visitors that may not be familiar with the area.  
The size, scale, architectural form and 
appropriate setback of the commercial buildings 
on Central Avenue and other streets in the 
downtown establish the pedestrian friendly 
orientation of the town, which is the hallmark of its historic character.  The surrounding lakes 
combined with historic architecture and large shade trees provide several attractive view sheds 
down streets such as Pope Street, Avenue D, Central Avenue toward Lake Howard and Lake 
Elbert, First Street North, Lake Silver Drive, Lake Howard Drive and the residential areas in 
the northwest and eastern sections of town.   

Winter Haven contains very desirable civic structures and opportunities for well placed public 
plazas and open space that are vital elements in urban design.  Renovations to the abandoned 
rail corridor including Central Park provide traditional historic focal points located at the 
center of town.  This highly visible facility is an attractive public open space that should 
become the cornerstone of the future regional trail system. 

In contrast to the attractive elements of the historic downtown, strip commercial development 
and industrial land use are presently obstacles to the successful redevelopment of the 
downtown. Although citrus product manufacturing and distribution have always been the 
economic engine for the area these uses are a formidable intrusion on the historic architectural 
character of the City.  Adjacent commercial development patterns are also undesirable with 
large, barren surface parking lots, obtrusive signage, rusted chain link fencing and deteriorating 
structural conditions.  These development patterns are a physical contradiction to the 
attractive pedestrian environment of the 
downtown.  The City is challenged with 
reversing this condition and expanding 
the desirable urban edge of town.  
Opportunities for such improvements 
include design of an integrated rail and 
waterway system, the location and 
design of the Public Library and the 
design and location of a consolidated 
Government Services facility downtown. 
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Community Workshops Overview 

The foundation for the Downtown Community Redevelopment Plan was established during a 
series of focus group meetings and public workshops with citizens held in the City from 
January through April 2000.  Further insight into the issues, concerns and desires of the 
community was obtained from the "Our Future by Design" Vision Plan resulting from a year 
long visioning process sponsored by the Greater Winter Haven Area Chamber of Commerce. 

Focus Group Meetings 

Focus group meetings were scheduled over a two day period in January to obtain in-put from 
those who have a stake in, or may have an influence on, the future of the community.  Four 
groups were identified including representatives from: 

 Committee Chairs from the Visioning Process 
 Major Business and Property Owners 
 City Department Heads and Representatives from Government Agencies with 

Statewide or Regional Influence 
 City Commissioners and Members of the Planning and Zoning Board 

Attendees were asked to respond to a series of questions designed to generate discussion 
concerning existing conditions and desirable future development opportunities and public 
investments in the redevelopment area.  Questions were designed to extract different 
information from each group depending on their interest and area of expertise.  The summary 
report for the focus group meetings is contained in Appendix A of this Plan. 

Public Workshops 

Each of the Public Workshops focused on a specific 
aspect of the planning process.  After each meeting 
the consultants summarized the results and 
incorporated them into the next phase of the 
process.  These summaries were then presented at 
the next meeting to validate the information with the 
participants.  The first meeting, held at City Hall 
March 14, 2000 verified issues and concerns 
identified during the focus group meetings, provided 
an overview of the area's market position, and an 
analysis of the existing physical conditions.  We then 
derived community in-put concerning strategies to 
meet the needs of the area. On April 12, 2000 the 
preliminary redevelopment plan was presented, redevelopment project priorities were 
confirmed and implementation strategies were explained to the community.  
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Redevelopment Goals and Objectives 

The following goals and objectives for the Winter Haven Community Redevelopment Plan are 
based on community input as discerned during the focus group meetings and public 
workshops. Community goals and objectives obtained through public input have been 
combined with those that represent sound redevelopment planning strategies.  They provide 
the framework and general guidelines needed to direct decision making that will enable rational 
redevelopment activities that are consistent with the primary intentions of the community.  

Redevelopment Administration 

Goal 

Establish the administrative and financial mechanisms necessary to achieve the goals 
and objectives of the Winter Haven Redevelopment Plan. 

Objectives 

1. The City should provide funding for staff, planning studies and operational support for 
agency activities reserving tax increment revenues for funding capital improvements and 
other programs as approved in the Redevelopment Plan.  The City should leverage those 
revenues through grants, commercial loans or other financial mechanisms to expedite the 
completion of projects. 

2. Administrative objectives should be consistent with and support other City and regional 
comprehensive planning and economic development prerogatives. 

3. Enable the Redevelopment Agency to oversee the planning process and to develop the 
appropriate strategies and policies necessary to implement the plan. 

4. Promote effective communication and a cohesive, cooperative spirit among the various 
public and private leaders in the community, increasing volunteerism while using the 
talents of existing civic organizations, and committees. 

5. Ensure the provision of suitable public information services concerning all aspects of the 
redevelopment program such as radio and newspaper reporting as well as neighborhood 
and civic organization meetings. 

6. Working with area residents and homeowners associations establish channels of 
communication that foster support for the redevelopment effort and facilitate program 
implementation. 
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Redevelopment Policy 

Goal I 

Eliminate slum and blight conditions, as defined by Florida Statute, in the 
redevelopment area, which constitute an economic and social liability. 

Objectives 

7. Eliminate dilapidated and unsafe structures through demolition where it is deemed 
appropriate. 

8. Encourage the upgrading of existing sub-standard structures through enforcement of the 
City's Housing and Building Codes and the provision of financial incentives for 
rehabilitation if possible. 

9. Eliminate unsanitary and unsightly outside storage conditions through enforcement and 
revision of the City's Zoning Codes. 

10. Eliminate nonconforming uses that detract from the character of the community, 
hindering investment opportunities, through negotiation, acquisition, exchange, transfer of 
development rights or any other available means in cooperation of the property owner. 

11. In cooperation with property owners, encourage the consolidation of small parcels of land 
into parcels of adequate size to accommodate new construction encouraging stable growth 
in those areas deemed appropriate. 

12. Through successful implementation of projects and programs as described in the 
Redevelopment Plan, increase the tax base to generate additional revenue for municipal 
services. 

Goal II 

Prevent the future occurrence of slum and blight. 

Objectives 

1. Work with the City Staff, Planning Commission and the City Commission to upgrade the 
zoning classifications within the redevelopment district to encourage a high degree of 
design and development standards for new construction and rehabilitation.  Ensure that 
new development consists of appropriate land uses that will stabilize and enhance the area 
while representing the desires and interests of area residents and property owners. 

2. Work with the City's staff to formulate economic development strategies for the district 
that will ensure future economic stability.  

3. Eliminate conditions that decrease property values and reduce the tax base. 
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4. Create programs for development and property rehabilitation, using financial or other 
economic incentives to facilitate new investment in the redevelopment district, thereby 
increasing the tax base. 

Goal III 

Encourage the acquisition, demolition, and reuse of those properties that, by virtue of 
their location, condition, or value no longer function at their highest potential 
economic use. 

Objectives 

1. Identify and cooperate with those property owners within areas designated for potential 
redevelopment projects to assess their willingness to participate in those projects. 

2. Encourage partnerships among the property owners, the private sector and the public 
sector in order to implement proposed redevelopment projects that will achieve public 
goals. 

3. Facilitate redevelopment transitions by developing appropriate relocation plans sensitive to 
the needs of those whose properties will undergo re-use activities. 

4. Work creatively to provide incentives for private sector participation in redevelopment 
projects and programs. 

 

Economic Development 

Goal I 

Maintain the historic character of Winter Haven while promoting economic vitality. 

Objectives 

1. Establish a partnership between the public sector and private sector for the purpose of 
understanding the mutual benefits of proposed redevelopment projects. 

2. Identify existing opportunities for all sectors of the economy and work toward successful 
implementation of projects and programs while considering the needs of those currently 
located within the redevelopment district. 

3. Formulate historic architectural design standards for new development to ensure 
continuity of design, while promoting private sector investment in the redevelopment area. 

4. Initiate programs to improve and strengthen existing businesses, including marketing and 
promotion, small business loans and other financial incentives. 

5. Improve the investment image of the redevelopment area and utilize selected public 
actions to stimulate private investment. 

6. Make the redevelopment area competitive with major activity centers in the region. 
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7. Establish a regional entertainment attraction for residents and tourists. 

8. Expand the economic base of the district retaining existing jobs while creating new diverse 
employment opportunities. 

9. Create investment opportunities that will increase the tax base thereby generating 
additional revenues to finance actions that support public goals. 

Goal II 

Formulate economic development strategies that take full advantage of existing and 
proposed government projects and programs to stimulate the local economy creating 
job growth and employment opportunities for residents in the Winter Haven 
community. 

Objectives 

1. Capitalize on Winter Haven's identity as a regional medical service provider to attract new 
businesses and create jobs.  

2. Form a partnership with the Polk County Committee of 100 to promote Winter Haven 
and Polk County as opportunities for economic development. 

3. Work closely with area businesses, the Main Street Board and Chamber of Commerce to 
address the needs of existing businesses through the redevelopment process. 

4. Form a partnership with Polk County Community College to establish educational and 
training programs that strengthen the capabilities of the local labor force. 

5. Capitalize on development and redevelopment opportunities associated with the Chain of 
Lakes. 

6. Devise strategies for economic repositioning. 

7. Work toward the relocation of industrial uses away from present locations to provide 
redevelopment opportunities, while being sensitive to the needs of the industrial and 
manufacturing users. 

8. Develop economic incentives and relocation strategies for industry relocation. 
 

Public Facilities and Services 

Goal I 

Provide necessary public facilities at acceptable levels of service to accommodate 
existing needs as well as new demands as proposed development occurs within the 
redevelopment district. 
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Objectives 

1. Work with all appropriate government and private utilities to ensure the provision of 
adequate services including, electricity, telecommunications, cable television, water, 
stormwater, sanitary sewer, gas, and solid waste.  

2. Secure grant funding when possible to leverage tax increment revenues to accomplish 
stated goals related to the provision of adequate infrastructure. 

3. Work with the City and the State to ensure the provision of adequate potable water for 
proposed redevelopment projects under the City's Consumptive Use Permit. 

4. Assess existing sanity sewer infrastructure to identify specific needs for upgrading older 
gravity sewer lines and force mains downtown in conjunction with proposed 
improvements. 

5. Work with the City Lake Management Division, the Canal Commission and SWFWMD to 
develop strategies to correct existing stormwater runoff and drainage problems within the 
redevelopment district and improve the water quality and conditions of the lakes and 
canals in the redevelopment area. 

6. Work with the Public Works Department to devise strategies for solid waste collection in 
the downtown to avoid traffic conflicts while maintaining efficient service. 

7. Work with the City and Tampa Electric Company to provide adequate street lighting in the 
redevelopment district. 

Goal II 

Create a safe efficient traffic circulation system that provides sufficient access by all 
modes of transportation between activity centers within the redevelopment area and 
the balance of the community. 

Objectives 

1. Assess existing traffic patterns and pursue any automotive transportation improvements 
that may include vacating of rights of way, redistribution of traffic, roadway realignment, 
directional changes in traffic flow and other measures that will increase traffic carrying 
capacity and traveling convenience. 

2. Work closely with the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) to ensure 
community satisfaction with the design of improvements on the U.S. Highway 17 Bypass. 

3. Work closely with FDOT and address needed improvements to other corridors accessing 
the downtown area including SR 542 and Cypress Gardens Boulevard.  

4. Work closely with the MPO, FDOT, and Polk County to coordinate and establish 
priorities for proposed transportation improvements that will further the objectives of the 
Redevelopment Plan 

5. Minimize the impacts of increased traffic and activity levels on residential areas. 
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6. Support proposed road improvements that enable rerouting of unnecessary truck traffic 
from the downtown 

7. Create a safe, secure, appealing and efficient pedestrian system linking all major activity 
centers, parking facilities and other interchange points. 

8. Construct sidewalks and bicycle pathways through the district appropriately designed and 
separated from auto circulation for safety purposes to be used as positive tools to improve 
the area's environment through the use of landscaping and other visual treatments. 

9. Consider alternative means of transportation such as a water taxi system providing access 
to the downtown area form the Chain of Lakes. 

Goal III 

Establish parks, recreation, open space and beautification efforts to create an 
improved character for the redevelopment area that will reflect a pleasant appealing 
atmosphere for working, touring, shopping and residing in the district. 

Objectives 

1. Pursue park and recreational opportunities for use by the residents of Winter Haven.  

2. Pursue the development of a multi-purpose community center with recreation and 
educational programs for the young and older residents of the community. 

3. Develop a master plan for the regional greenway trail system maximizing utilization of the 
abandoned rail right-of-way. 

4. Integrate the trail system with the lake system to provide greater access to Winter Haven's 
lakes and increase recreational opportunities for residents and visitors. 

Goal IV 

Reverse the perception of crime in the downtown and provide for the public health, 
safety, morals and welfare of the community. 

Objectives 

1. Work with the Winter Haven Police Department and other organizations to implement 
neighborhood based police and safety programs. 

2. Incorporate accredited safe neighborhood design techniques for all public places and for 
proposed public/private redevelopment projects. 

3. Whenever possible, increase the visibility of the police force in the area to prevent crime. 

4. If possible, work with the Winter Haven Police Department to institute a neighborhood 
foot patrol system for law enforcement. 
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Land Use 

Goal I 

Establish a land use pattern that reflects the redevelopment area as a total community 
of diversified interests and activities while promoting compatibility and harmonious 
land-use relationships. 

Objectives 

1. Develop land uses and patterns that create and strengthen activity centers.  

2. Promote and locate strategic land use activities of regional importance within the 
redevelopment area that will provide tourist and commercial attraction to the downtown. 

3. Consolidate government uses in the downtown to provide synergy for commerce and 
provide development opportunities for the private sector on previously owned public land, 
thereby strengthening the tax base. 

4. Formulate future land use strategies on the premise of sound market analysis and 
demographic research. 

5. Seek opportunities for land assembly at appropriate locations to support future 
development.  

6. Encourage mixed-use development at an appropriate scale in the downtown. 

7. Introduce multi-family development in close proximity to the historic downtown 
strengthening the local market for retail and services. 

8. Work with the Planning Department and Planning Commission to develop zoning 
regulations that protect and enhance historic residential neighborhoods. 

9. Discourage office and commercial uses in surrounding neighborhoods and direct these 
uses to more appropriate locations downtown to develop the critical mass necessary to 
support new and existing businesses. 

10. Discourage inappropriate public uses of property in the historic downtown area. 

11. Work with existing property owners to replace dilapidated, non-conforming structures 
through property assembly to enable development of higher and better uses at appropriate 
locations. 

12. Support the design and development of manufacturing and light industry in strategic 
locations within the City outside the downtown to support economic objectives of the 
redevelopment program. 

Goal II 

Encourage innovation in land planning and site development techniques. 
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Objectives 

1. Work with the City Staff and Planning and Zoning Board as they revise the City's Land 
Development Code to formulate regulations that support the objectives of the 
Redevelopment Plan. 

2. Develop architectural design standards for building renovations, façade improvements and 
new construction to ensure that future development maintains the historic character of 
Winter Haven. 

3. Work with the City to establish performance standards to be used within the 
redevelopment area that will provide incentives and/or bonuses for developer proposals 
that provide for creative design and amenities. 

4. Develop sign regulations and standard design guidelines for store frontages and establish 
programs that provide incentives for voluntary compliance with new construction and 
retrofitting of existing signs and structures. 

5. Sign regulations should address the size, type, location and amount of signage for the 
purpose of minimizing visual clutter, enhancing community character and maximizing the 
flow of clear information to pedestrian and automotive traffic. 

6. When undertaking streetscape improvements, new private construction and building 
rehabilitation, place utility lines underground where it is feasible to improve visual qualities. 

7. Utilize a variety of beautification techniques to provide comfortable, pleasing and healthful 
environments. 

8. Prepare landscaping, streetscaping and lighting plans for public spaces to improve the 
appearance of the redevelopment area and provide for irrigation and maintenance of 
proposed improvements. 

 

Housing 

Goal I 

Encourage private home ownership, and develop and market housing opportunities 
within the Redevelopment area. 

Objectives 

1. Identify and market areas where private interests can develop housing and necessary 
support facilities in the redevelopment area and adjacent neighborhoods. 

2. Encourage private efforts toward building housing in the redevelopment area and adjacent 
neighborhoods. 
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Goal II 

Re-establish old neighborhoods through redevelopment and revitalization of the 
housing stock, establishing a safe, functional and aesthetically pleasing community 
environment. 

Objectives 

1. Remove restrictions in zoning and development codes that inhibit private investment in 
the restoration of housing. 

2. Initiate in-fill housing development projects on existing and newly vacated properties. 

3. Identify and restore historic housing that may be in a state of deterioration but otherwise is 
structurally sound. 

4. Work with the City to clean-up vacant unattended properties 

Historic Preservation 

Goal 

To preserve and maintain historic and architecturally significant structures. 

Objectives 

1. Promote Winter Haven's heritage by preserving its landmarks and significant structures. 

2. Work with the Historic Preservation groups to further goals as they pertain to historic 
structures in the downtown. 

3. Pursue designation of properties on the National Historic Register. 

4. Ensure that future development in the redevelopment area is consistent with the existing 
architectural character of downtown Winter Haven. 

5. Create an overlay zoning district that will establish architectural design guidelines for new 
construction and building renovations. 

6. Establish a façade improvement program providing design assistance and financial 
incentives to encourage building renovations that will provide continuity of historic design 
and strengthen existing architectural features. 

7. Prepare a Historic Preservation ordinance that promotes voluntary participation in 
preservation efforts and provides economic incentives in the form of local grants or low- 
interest loans to pay for the restoration of historic properties. 

8. Establish an architectural review board responsible for overseeing historic preservation 
and the creation of design standards to maintain historic character of new construction. 

9. Make property owners and investors aware of the tax inducements available as an incentive 
for restoring historical buildings for practical use. 
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Future Land Use Concept Plan 

The Future Land Use Concept Plan has been developed as a guideline for promoting the 
sound development and redevelopment of the properties in the redevelopment area. For the 
purpose of more effectively describing the content of the concept plan, the Redevelopment 
Area was divided into 6 districts, which are defined on the basis of similar land use 
composition, physical characteristics, and function. Opportunities for public improvements, 
redevelopment activities and proposed future land use composition are identified and 
graphically included on the Concept Plan. The Plan was developed after analyzing the existing 
conditions in each of the districts relative to the community objectives obtained during the 
public involvement process.  

The plan is not intended to be inflexible.  Over time, this plan should be updated and revised 
based upon changes in the economy, public concerns and private development proposals.  The 
Plan is used as an example of how the economic development strategies can be translated into 
a physical land use plan in a fashion that allows the minimum of natural and cultural impact 
and yet promotes quality growth and development.  The Future Land Use Concept Plan 
graphically and in general terms describes the required elements of a Community 
Redevelopment Plan as provided in Section 163.362 F.S. 

The most important aspects of the Plan are the following: 

1. The Plan locates where the major economic base land uses (commercial/office/ 
residential) should be located in order to best attract prospective businesses and at the 
same time be well integrated into the desired future transportation and land use patterns. 

2. The Plan supports stated economic positioning strategies, including: 

 The consolidation of government facilities to place publicly owned properties back 
on the tax roll 

 The support and expansion of Winter Haven’s regional medical facilities 
 Revitalization of the City’s lakefront areas 
 Development of the regional trail system  
 Establishment of a regional entertainment complex 
 Consolidation of retail, office, entertainment and residential uses in the historic 

downtown 
 In-fill, renovation and enhancement of residential areas and the prevention of 

commercial encroachment 

3. The Plan allocates areas of residential densities, which:  

 work with the loading of future roadway networks, 
 are compatible with the existing community structures of each area,  
 are respectful of and compatible with adjacent land uses,  
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 minimize commuting distances and reinforce future public transportation options,  
 offers a diverse range of housing opportunities for all income ranges and lifestyles. 

4. The Plan locates commercial sites 
based upon expected market 
demands and reasonable residential 
service areas. 

5. The Plan provides for the location 
and size of parcels of land to be set 
aside for community services.  This 
eliminates the costly and awkward 
approach of having to retrofit these 
essential amenities later. 

6. The Plan provides a tool for the City to promote economic development by showing 
prospective corporate entities locations of parcels that have been set aside for their 
purpose, thereby reducing the developer’s risk and permitting hurdles when coming to the 
community. 

7. The Plan provides a holistic means for the City to provide the approvals of new 
developments based upon an agreed-upon strategy. 

8. The Plan allows the City to make capital improvements projections based upon known 
future, public project needs, demands and proposed locations. 
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Planning District Descriptions 

District 1: Winter Haven Government Center and Hospital 
District 

District 1 is located in the north end of the redevelopment area extending east from U.S. 17, 
north of Avenue D then east of 1st Street on Central Avenue to the boundaries of the 
redevelopment district. 

District 2: Historic Downtown 

Adjacent to District 1, this District encompasses the Historic Downtown area from 6th Street 
NW to 1st Street and from Avenue D North to Avenue A South.  This area was the focus of 
an urban design plan prepared by LDR International Inc. the analysis and recommendations 
contained in that plan provide the foundation for future activities in this district and are 
summarized in this sub section. 

District 3: U.S. 17 Bypass and Commercial Transition District 

Immediately south of the historic downtown, District 3 is located between Avenue B to the 
north, 2nd Street to the east, Avenue G to the south and 6th Street to the west. 

District 4: Scenic Lake Howard District 

District 4 encompasses the western portion of the redevelopment area extending north from 
Avenue E along the shoreline of Lake Howard west of 6th Street to the northern boundary of 
the redevelopment area. 

District 5: Lakefront Revitalization District 

District 5 is located south of District 4 including the lake fronts of Lake May and Lake Shipp 
west of U.S.17 continuing south to the redevelopment boundary which is co-terminus with the 
city limits. 

District 6: Winter Haven Regional Entertainment Center 

District 6 includes the entire southeastern section of the redevelopment area extending north 
from the southern boundary at Lake Lulu surrounding the Chain of Lakes Recreation 
Complex to Avenue G the northern limits of the former Winter Haven Mall site and then east 
to 2nd Street the eastern redevelopment area boundary. 
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Description of Concept Plan Elements 

District 1. Winter Haven Government Center and Hospital 
District 

1a. U.S. 17 and Regional Trail Transition 

The properties located between U.S. 17 and the regional trail system will experience  transition, 
reorientation and renovation from highway strip commercial to multi-family in-fill and trail 
related specialty retail.  As the redevelopment program evolves and the trail system is 
developed market conditions will support new multifamily development oriented toward the 
trail. Recreational amenities at Lake Silver establish a venue for future trail related vendors and 
provide views and amenities to attract residential development. 

1b. Multipurpose Recreation and Civic Service Center 

Development of a Multipurpose Recreation and Civic Service Center is recommended on Lake 
Silver at the corner of Avenue M NW and the regional trail.  A utility substation and the 
American Legion Building currently occupy the site. 

1c. Gessler Clinic 

During the focus group meetings representatives of Gessler Clinic described the need to 
expand their existing facilities in the near future. They anticipate a 40,000 square foot 
expansion and the need for additional parking.  The City should be fully supportive of this 
effort and should work closely with the clinic to ensure well planned facilities in relation to 
other anticipated development within this district.  Gessler Clinic’s space requirements for new 
construction and surface parking should be integrated into the master plan for a consolidated 
government facility to maximize shared use and continuity of design.  A successful project will 
effectively expand the urban edge of the historic downtown to provide visually interesting 
pedestrian access for clinic employees to the downtown and expand the market base for area 
retailers. 

1d. Winter Haven Hospital 

Winter Haven Hospital has grown to become 
a regional medical service provider and is one 
of the primary economic cornerstones of the 
redevelopment area.  The hospital and 
ancillary medical related offices have 
encroached on surrounding residential areas 
east of 1st Street.  Future expansion of these 
uses should be considered more to the north 
of the hospital along 1st Street extending into 
the Florence Villa redevelopment area 
between Avenue I and Lee Avenue providing economic stimulation in this area. Other 
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opportunities for expansion would include continuation of the trend for medical offices being 
located on 1st Street to the south and also extending to the east on Central Avenue toward 
Bond Clinic. 

1e. Consolidated Government Services Complex 

One of the primary objectives of the redevelopment program is to consolidate the scattering 
of government service facilities into a centralized location.  This enables strengthening of the 
tax base, more efficient provision of services and economic stimulus for the surrounding area.  
The proposed site for this complex includes the 3 block area north of Avenue B to Avenue E 
on the south side of Nora Mayo Hall between 2nd and 3rd Street NW. 

The City and the redevelopment agency should initiate a master plan for this project as an 
immediate priority.  Representatives from Federal, State, County and Local governments 
should be contacted to determine the level of interest and space needs of the various 
government agencies to formulate a strategy for the ultimate scope and design of this complex. 
Planning would include economic feasibility analysis and the formulation of alternative 
development scenarios to determine the most economically desirable course of action.  If 
possible development of this facility would be undertaken by the private sector enabling the 
value of proposed improvements to remain on the tax roll to generate additional revenues for 
redevelopment program implementation.  Other major stakeholders in this process are the 
owners of the GTE building, the State Department of Agriculture (owners of Nora Mayo 
Hall) and Gessler Clinic.  The master plan should accommodate the needs of these 
stakeholders accounting for facility expansions, increased parking demands and unique 
development opportunities such as those provided by GTE’s technological infrastructure. 

1f. Downtown Multifamily 

The introduction of higher density multifamily housing near the historic downtown increases 
the local market for consumer goods and services creating a catalyst for investment in the 
downtown.  Development of the Government Services Complex provides the opportunity for 
this economic development strategy. The relocation of City Hall and the Police Station makes 
land available for this development project with the added benefit of placing this property 
back on the tax roll. The City owned land can be used as a tool for attracting private sector 
interest in the Government Complex augmenting the possibility of a favorable outcome of the 
economic feasibility analysis. A high-rise residential project would be very desirable at this 
location providing scenic views of the surrounding lakes, regional trail, and historic area. 

1g. In-fill Medical and Office Development 

Success of the aforementioned projects will stimulate additional private sector investment in 
office development related to the medical industry and government services in the area north 
of the GTE building and east along Central Avenue toward Lake Elbert. 
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1h. Bond Clinic Expansion 

Bond Clinic anticipates a 40,000 
square foot expansion in the near 
future, which will strengthen the tax 
base and continue to fortify the 
presence of the medical industry in 
this area. 

1i. Public Library 

It is recommended that the public 
library be located at the corner of 
Avenue B and 4th Street NW on the 
site currently occupied by the County 
Court House.  This facility will 
become an attractive anchor for the 
historic downtown and create an 
important link between Central Park 
and the new Government Complex 
located to the northeast on 3rd Street.  
Relocation of the County Courthouse 
will be a logical addition to the other 
uses in the government complex. 

1j. 3rd Street NW Traffic Circle 

A hazardous traffic circulation problem currently exists at the confusing intersection of Lake 
Silver Drive and 3rd Street NW.  An attractive and highly functional solution to this problem 
is the installation of a traffic circle.  This will not only enable smoother traffic flow and higher 
carrying capacity, but provide an outstanding architectural focal point at the north end of 3rd 
Street. With the lake located directly to the north and a newly created urban boulevard 
established by the Government Complex, the traffic circle as an urban design element will 
connect the north end of the district with the historic downtown. 

1k. Parking 

During the planning process residents expressed their concern over the inadequate parking 
facilities in the vicinity of the Police Station, City Hall, Nora Mayo Hall and the tennis 
complex.  That section of 3rd Street NW, north of Avenue D, has a broad expanse of right-of-
way that will easily accommodate angled parking that will substantially increase parking 
capacity in this area.  Parking will be a critical element of the master plan and design of 
proposed improvements in this area which may include a multi-use parking garage to 
accommodate increased parking demand while removing unsightly surface parking facilities. 
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1l. Lake Martha Historic Neighborhood 

The Lake Martha neighborhood is a classically designed residential area with large shade trees, 
interesting architectural features on many of the homes in the vicinity of the lake and 
attractive, pedestrian accessible amenities. The City and the Redevelopment Agency should 
support the historical designation of this neighborhood and institute policies to promote the 
renovation and enhancement of this area. A primary feature of the neighborhood is the park 
located on the shore of Lake Martha. Renovations and upgrades are recommended for this 
park including a lake access pier and pavilion, additional landscaping, lighting and new 
playground equipment. 

1m. Streetscape Improvements: 1st Street, 3rd and 6th Streets NW 

Streetscapes on these primary 
corridors are designed to soften the 
appearance of older physically 
declining commercial areas and 
provide visual continuity for the 
most visible transportation routes in 
the City.  Effective design of the 
streetscape system will dramatically 
improve the aesthetics of the 
community and establish a more 
attractive investment image to the 
private sector. Ultimately the private sector, through property investment for redevelopment 
and renovation, will have the greatest impact on the physical appearance of these roadways.   

District 2. The Historic Downtown 

2A. The Historic Downtown 

The Winter Haven historic downtown could be visually and spatially one of the finest in the 
state of Florida. Clearly this asset needs to be stabilized economically and preserved and 
enhanced visually in order to maintain it as the thematic heart and soul of the City. The 
historic character of this part of the City should always and forever set the tone for the quality 
of life draw for the City's future growth and development. Working with Main Street the 
redevelopment agency needs to continue with the remarkable strides made over the past few 
years to maintain the character of this place.  

From a land use standpoint, the redevelopment strategy for this area should be to encourage 
the in-fill of vacant buildings and sites with new retail commercial businesses that are 
compatible with the historic specialty shops that already exist in the area.  The architecture of 
these buildings should be historic Winter Haven in nature and be built on the ROW with no 
setbacks; similar to the older historic buildings.  An effort should be made to encourage the 
occupancy of second floor space with residential and office uses.  This goal should be 
encouraged for both existing as well as new in-fill buildings. 
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Main Street, the Chamber of Commerce and the Redevelopment Agency should continue to 
promote the historic downtown as an activity center and provide assistance to the existing 
businesses in the areas of marketing, product venues and display, facade renovations, etc. An 
on-going recruitment program needs to be in place to continually bring in "specialty or 
boutique" retailers and restaurants into the downtown. The synergy that is developed by 
creating a concentration of quality, one-of-a-kind merchandisers into the area will help 
everyone.  

2b. Central Park Improvements 

The focal point of Winter 
Haven’s downtown district is its 
Central Park.  The two, 1.5 acre-
block green spaces are located 
along the historic Central 
Avenue corridor.  Of the two 
parks, the northernmost park 
contains the Strang Memorial 
Fountain as its centerpiece.  
Winter Haven  

is fortunate to have this centrally 
located, large expanse of open 
space proximate to its commercial core and residential districts.  Surrounding the edges of 
both parks are a number of well-established specialty retail shops, restaurants, and commercial 
and office tenants.  The area shops surrounding the parks collectively create a hub of retail 
tenants in the downtown. 

Although both parks contain an abundant collection of healthy live oak trees and expanses of 
lawn, the current design of the parks does not create a favorable, useable environment for its 
visitors.  There is an overall lack of cohesiveness between two parks for two reasons: the large 
roadway between the two parks along Central Avenue, and the southernmost park’s current 
segmented use as a public parking lot.  The northernmost park, although containing several 
elements of fine public space design is most impaired as a useable space because of the 
existing seating wall and raised elevation berms and the use of low-canopy trees which circle 
the central fountain space.  Both elements reduce the visibility into the fountain area from the 
adjacent park space and roadways. 

An urban design plan for the Central Park neighborhood has been previously prepared by 
LDR International, Inc. The analysis and recommendations contained in that plan identify this 
historic district as a high priority public improvement project for Winter Haven’s Downtown 
District.  Our first recommendation is to visually link the north and south parks 
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through one cohesive design which incorporates identifiable seating areas and pedestrian 
walking paths, creates a continuous view shed between both parks defined by four expansive 
lawn spaces running north to south, and creates easily identifiable gateways and pedestrian 
landings at the intersections and mid block crossings to Central Park.  The design of each park 
is a formal, symmetrical design with easily identifiable centerpieces.  The northernmost park 
already has a memorial fountain as its focal point.  LDR recommends that the gathering space 
around the circular fountain be expanded, that the seating wall be removed and that the 
existing Bradford pear trees be replaced with specimen ornamental trees with up-right 
branching to allow for visibility into the fountain area.  There are several evergreen and palm 
species of trees which currently block a continuous view through the parks.  LDR 
recommends that these trees be relocated, and that additional trees be planted to reinforce the 
“view shed” lawns across the parks.  The southernmost park would share similar walking paths 
and lawns spaces, with its centerpiece being a pavilion to be used for performances. 

2c. Downtown Streetscape Improvements 

The city’s historic main street, Central Avenue, extends approximately five blocks through the 
Central Business District and functions as one of the main linkages within the historic business 
district.  The businesses along this street include a mix of offices, restaurants and small retail 
stores specializing in clothing, accessories, antiques, books, and giftware.  The largest 
concentration of stores is located in the first two blocks of the street closest to Central Park 
between Fourth Street and Second Street. The Ritz Theater (which is currently undergoing 
renovations) and the successful Tyme Square Bistro both occupy historic structures on these 
two western blocks. 

From the South, Third Street is a major connector into the historic business hub, connecting 
to Central Avenue at the heart of the historic district.  This intersection, Central Avenue and 
Third Street, is a highly visible crossroads, or 100% corner, of the downtown area.  Major 
emphasis should be placed on this central node for streetscape enhancement and pedestrian 
amenity improvements.  From this intersection, the city’s most attractive historic buildings and 
key open space gateways, to the west and to the south, are highly visible.  By using special 
paving in this important intersection, visitors would be able to identify this Winter Haven 
district and feel as though they have arrived at their destination. 

Traditional streetscape improvements along Central Avenue corridor would benefit the 
environment by providing amenities to visitors and creating a friendlier pedestrian 
environment.  The proposed streetscape enhancements would stimulate nearby private 
investment and create private developer interest in the district.  The addition of expanded 
pedestrian landings and crosswalks at intersections and the addition of canopy shade trees and 
palms along the sidewalk will provide for a pleasant, walk-able environment complimenting 
the existing architecture along the Main Street corridor.  Historically sensitive streetscape 
amenities including bench seating, pedestrian lighting, way-finding signage and trash 
receptacles should also be added to enhance the main street environment.. 

Enhancements to key downtown gateways would benefit the downtown district by helping 
visitors recognize their arrival into this special historic area.  Opportunities for gateway 
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signage, specially landscaped parks and streetscape enhancements would help identify these 
primary entrances to downtown and add character to the neighborhood.  Key intersections for 
this treatment include: Magnolia Avenue and Third Street, Central Avenue and First Street, 
and Central Avenue and Sixth Street. 

2d. Downtown Parking 

Existing surface parking areas and on-street parking spaces located throughout the downtown 
and its proximity meet downtown’s parking requirements.  In order to maintain an adequate 
number of parking spaces closest to the core of downtown to meet future needs, the parcel of 
undeveloped land between Third Street, Magnolia Avenue, and Avenue A should be 
considered for an in-fill parking resource.  This proposed parking area’s central location would 
act as a parking resource for both the Central Park district and the historic business core.  By 
making this parcel a parking resource, there would be more than sufficient parking space 
available to replace the spaces being removed when Central Park’s southernmost block is 
restored to its original dimensions. 

Parking areas throughout the downtown should be screened with the use of street tree 
planting and vegetative buffers to soften the visual impact of the parking areas.  On-street 
parking resources along Central Avenue would also benefit from having shade trees added in 
the expanded pedestrian zones. 

2e. Extension of the Regional Trail System 

The expansion of the Lake Alfred/Winter Haven Rails to Trails project into the downtown 
core would create an excellent origination point for bikers and hikers to use the trail system.  
The downtown area businesses would benefit from the increase in visitor revenue, while the 
recreation users would have the opportunity to depart from the trail and visit Winter Haven’s 
historic downtown district. There is an opportunity for the abandoned rail right-of-way on the 
western edge of the downtown to connect the proposed governmental complex, Central Park 
and the proposed Farmer’s Market, all within a half mile walking radius. 

2f. The Farmers Market 

By relocating the farmer’s market to the CSX railway parcel located on Avenue C SW and 
Fourth Street, a secondary anchor to the south of the downtown core is created.  This would 
also be a logical starting point for the Winter Haven Rails to Trails greenway.  By providing 
this industrial zone with new life in the form of an active market, there is the opportunity to 
create a catalyst for this area.  Already there are private property owners expressing interest in 
expanding retail shops into this area of the greenway.  

2g. Public Library 

Public library facilities located in downtown districts are excellent activity generators, used by 
local residents, students and downtown visitors.  They are a strong catalyst which generate 
private investment dollars and economic spin-off to nearby areas.  Winter Haven has a 
tremendous opportunity to create such an anchor at the corners of Fourth Street and Avenue 
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A NW, directly across from Central Park.  This location would provide a visual terminus to 
Fourth Street and the park view shed.  The orientation of the library building should be 
sensitive to adjacent set-backs of nearby historic building and should be compatible to the 
historical vernacular architecture of the region.  The “front-door” of the building should be 
oriented to the northwest corner of Central Park to take advantage of this great amenity space. 

District 3. U.S. 17 Bypass and Commercial Transition District 

3a. Southern Expansion of Historic Downtown 

The realignment of U.S. 17 will provide an opportunity to reorient the 3rd Street corridor 
south of the historic downtown to Avenue G SW. The reduction in traffic volume will enable 
future expansion of the historic downtown by introducing pedestrian design elements on this 
corridor.  The present width of the road right-of-way will accommodate wider sidewalks, tree 
plantings, and diagonal parking accompanied with a reduction in lane width.  These features 
will slow traffic and increase storefront visibility for passing motorist causing an improved 
investment opportunity for the extension of specialty retail, offices and restaurants from the 
historic area. Site development and architectural guidelines coupled with a façade 
improvement program will insure that future development and redevelopment will occur at 
the appropriate pedestrian scale. 

3b. U.S. 17 Crossover 

Unquestionably the U.S. 17 crossover will improve traffic flow and roadway carrying capacity 
and have an enormous impact on surrounding properties.  Several buildings will be 
demolished and the site configuration of many other properties will be altered.  The 
redevelopment agency must be thoroughly involved in the final design and construction of the 
roadway and devise solutions for future development of property along the realigned roadway.  
The present road design calls for a rectangular stormwater retention facility on the north side 
of the road on the former railroad right-of-way. Aesthetic treatment of the retention system 
will have a permanent impact on the future of the community, therefore the standard FDOT 
rectangular retention area with no landscaping and chain link fencing is simply unacceptable.  
Property assembly and reconstruction may also be required at the terminus of the road project 
at Avenue G and 3rd Street SW providing the opportunity to create a gateway feature at this 
location as the new entrance to the historic downtown area.  In-fill commercial development 
and renovation will occur on the new road section extending north on 6th Street, land 
development regulations and architectural guidelines should be formulated to ensure 
appropriate future development on this corridor. 
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3c. The Regional Trail 

Complications with the extension of the regional trail system may occur through this district 
since the original rail bed is no longer in public ownership in certain locations.  The City and 
redevelopment agency should work with FDOT, Polk County and surrounding communities 
to prepare a master plan for the regional trail system to address issues such as alternative 
routing, land acquisition requirements, alignment, ancillary uses, design, construction, phasing 
and finance. 

3d. Commercial Transition 

Redevelopment of the Winter Haven Mall will be the primary economic engine for retail 
commercial investment in the redevelopment area.  Investment in the mall site sends a very 
positive message concerning the Winter Haven commercial market.  It is anticipated that this 
message will result in considerable new development in the vicinity of the mall.  Development 
pressure will increase north of Avenue G, while opportunities are created on 3rd Street SW 
and commercial activity will continue on 1st Street.  Although this activity will impact the 
residential area north of the mall, future commercial and office development should take the 
form of renovation and adaptation of existing structures in the historic neighborhood fronting 
1st Street.  The intent of the redevelopment program is to extend elements of the historic 
downtown south on 3rd Street. 

District 4. Scenic Lake Howard District 

4.a Lakefront Boardwalk 

Participants at public workshops 
for the redevelopment plan and 
for the visioning process 
identified lake front access and 
revitalization as one of the 
highest priorities, therefore the 
redevelopment agency should 
begin working with the City 
Lakes Management Division and 
the Canal Commission to prepare a master plan for the entire lake system.  In order to 
generate excitement and generate community support of the lake front revitalization program, 
the agency should pursue construction of the Lake Howard Waterfront Boardwalk. This 
project includes a lakefront esplanade extending along the existing right of way of Lake 
Howard Drive.  This amenity will have beautifully landscaped walkways and seating areas to 
view the river and waterway activities.  Shaded garden areas will be provided for lunchtime and 
week-end picnics.  Elegant streetlights will provide for evening strolling and daytime events.  
Interpretive signage will tell the story of the history of the city and its waterfront origins as well 
as the ecological story of the Lake System.  
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Ancillary water related commercial uses and offices are opportunities that will be an eventual 
outcome from this public investment. Site and building renovations to the Woman’s Club will 
provide a focal point to the project in relation to the main boardwalk feature located across  
the street on the waterfront. Immediate implementation of this project will galvanize 
community support for the redevelopment program and take advantage of a generous 
contribution by a local benefactor.  

4b. Extending the Urban Edge 

One of the primary objectives of the redevelopment plan is to extend the existing urban edge 
of the historic downtown to provide a pleasing environment for pedestrian access from the 
surrounding residential areas. Streetscape improvements to Central Avenue W will be the 
primary tool used to accomplish this task. Broad sidewalks, historic street lighting, building 
façade improvements and transitional mixed land uses will provide this connection to the 
downtown. Selective tree trimming will enable visual access to the scenic vista of Lake Howard 
from town. 

4c. Residential In-fill, Renovation and Enhancement 

The Lake Howard neighborhood, including the Pope Avenue Historic District, contains many 
of the most desirable traditional residential features in the City of Winter Haven.  The 
redevelopment agency and the City should implement policies that will maintain this heritage 
and encourage in-fill development and property renovation to secure the future of this 
neighborhood.  Several projects and programs will accomplish this objective, including: 
Historic District Designation for the Pope Avenue area, lakefront improvements, 
improvements to 7th Street, relocation of public works, the revitalization of Lake May and 
down zoning of properties from residential professional to residential. 

4d. 7th Street Improvements 

Improvements to the Lake Howard waterfront are designed to slow traffic on Lake Howard 
Drive to enable a serene environment to enjoy the views of the lake.  It will be necessary to 
provide an alternative road for through traffic traveling north and south through this 
residential area.  7th Street SW is the logical alternative that will provide direct access to new 
activity centers on Lake Howard and Lake May.  Road improvements will include resurfacing, 
new curbs and gutters, wider sidewalks and street lighting with selective landscape treatments. 
The new road section must accommodate smoother traffic flow and increased pedestrian use; 
maintaining the present charm and character of the area while avoiding excessive residential 
intrusion. 

4e. 6th Street NW Multifamily Transition 

The 6th Street NW area has an interesting mix of land uses, from the stately presence of the 
Presbyterian Church to the quirky charm of the Tropical Motel.  These uses should be 
retained, however certain areas of strip commercial located on U.S. 17 are less desirable.  Over 
time as demand in the commercial market shifts to the historic downtown and Mall area 
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redevelopment of strip commercial properties should evolve into multifamily uses.  In the 
mean time streetscape improvements to U.S. 17 should soften the visual impacts of these 
properties.  Single family residential areas should be strengthened through the same strategies 
incorporated further to the south. 

4f. Northgate Shopping Center Redevelopment 

Publix Supermarket, owner of the Northgate Shopping Center, is currently planning for the 
complete redevelopment of this site.  This new investment is a welcome addition to the 
community and will increase the tax base.  Care must be taken to ensure proper buffering 
between the residential area located immediately west to the rear of the property.  

District 5. Waterfront Revitalization District 

5a. Waterfront Multi-Family Residential 

The vacant site bounded by Lake Howard Drive and Lake May is a prime location for a multi-
story, multi-family, residential development. This area already has an existing multi-family 
residential waterfront development that is 
successful.  The views are magnificent 
from this location and the access is 
excellent. The market timing for such a 
project may still be somewhat premature, 
apparently there has been an approved 
site plan for the second phase of the 
development yet it has not been 
constructed.  Additional improvements to 
the area surrounding Lake May will 
improve the marketability of this project 

5b. Public Works Redevelopment Opportunity Site 

The Winter Haven Public Works Department is planning to relocate their operations from the 
present site on the northern shoreline of Lake May.  This property presents a real opportunity 
to solicit private development of the lake front.  Working closely with Velda Farms and the 
other surrounding property owners the redevelopment agency can lead a water front 
revitalization project that would consist of water related commercial uses, offices, retail, 
restaurants and adjacent residential development. Redesign and construction of Avenue E and 
streetscape improvements to Avenue G will provide improved traffic circulation and visual 
access to Lake Howard and Lake May from U.S. 17.  Market timing may be premature at this 
time, however with the successful implementation of other redevelopment projects and 
programs this project may become viable within 5 years.  The City should vacate the property 
and undertake an environmental assessment to investigate for possible contamination as soon 
as possible.  Site preparation and clean-up could be expensive and the cost should be born by 
the City or the redevelopment agency.  
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5c. Velda Farms 

Velda Farms is currently investing approximately $50m in upgrading their facilities and 
constructing corporate office space in this district.  Commercially zoned property fronting U.S. 
17 owned by Velda Farms will either be developed or placed on the market for sale.  The 
redevelopment agency must establish a relationship with this important corporate entity.  
Redevelopment projects planned for this area include the regional trail and waterfront 
revitalization of Lake May. These plans must be coordinated with Velda Farm’s plans to 
ensure optimal success. 

5d. U.S. 17 Commercial Development Opportunities 

As previously mentioned, redevelopment of the Winter Haven Mall will provide impetus for 
substantial commercial development throughout the redevelopment area. Commercial 
frontage on U.S. 17 across from the mall site will experience the initial surge of investment.  
The City must be prepared for this influx of new development by preparing corridor 
improvement plans and guidelines for U.S. 17 that address traffic circulation, parking, land use, 
land development regulations, landscape codes and architectural guidelines. 

5e.  South Lake Residential In-fill, Renovation and Enhancement 

The residential area located between Lake May and Shipp presents one of the greatest 
challenges to the redevelopment program.  Because of the intrusion of industrial land uses in 
this area, stabilization of the residential market is somewhat problematic.  Redevelopment of 
the lake front areas are more long term objectives in relation to current market conditions, 
which will delay private sector reinvestment into the residential neighborhoods in this district. 
Multi-family opportunities are available on the vacant property on the canal connecting the 
lakes.  If the Florence Villa housing prototype is successful a similar program could be 
established for in-fill development in this neighborhood and may help move the market in this 
area. 

5f. Lake Shipp Waterfront Arts Quarter Redevelopment 

In coming years as the redevelopment program generates momentum, revitalization of the 
Lake Shipp waterfront will become a viable project. The Rowe & Sons Packing Plant presents 
a unique opportunity for adaptive reuse of these facilities. This site would be conducive to 
redevelopment as an arts oriented live/work establishment.  The area provides an excellent 
opportunity for renovation into an arts foundry, gallery, studio complex. The buildings could 
be revamped into large studio spaces and living quarters for artists in the community. Artists 
in-residence programs could be developed. Foundries for casting sculpture and fabricating 
sculpture could be introduced, not to mention studio space for the various other visual arts. 
The streets could be landscaped and outdoor cafe / performance halls could be created. This 
project would be a logical venue for a Winter Haven Citrus Museum to maintain historical 
connection to the property. Finally, close proximity to the waterfront provides a natural 
transition for a regionally attractive restaurant development.  
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District 6: Winter Haven Regional Entertainment District 

6a. Winter Haven Mall Redevelopment 

Redevelopment of the Winter Haven 
Mall is now under construction.  The 
estimated $20m investment will be 
seen on the tax roll in the next 2 years 
providing substantial revenue for 
agency projects and programs.  The 
city must be prepared to capitalize on 
the economic benefits of this exciting 
project. 

6b. Commercial Refurbishment 

The invigorated commercial market initiated by the Mall project will cause turnover of older 
commercial properties in the area south of the Mall to Cypress Gardens Blvd.  This area will 
provide opportunities for spin-off retail from the entertainment complex as well. 

6c. Chain of Lakes Recreation Complex 

The Chain of Lakes Recreation Complex is a very high profile site with wonderful assets and 
enormous potential.  The facility offers a variety of recreational opportunities for area 
residents and serves as the winter home of the Cleveland Indians. In 3 years the contract with 
the Cleveland Indians will be up for re-negotiation.  At that time the City must make a 
fundamental decision about the future of professional baseball in the City of Winter Haven.  
Will the Indians stay, will they leave or, will they be relocated within the City? Under terms of 
the existing contract the City is committed to $750,000 in annual funding to retain the 
franchise in town.  While it is emotionally satisfying to have a pro ball team in the City 
instilling a great amount of community pride, the return on the budget is not satisfactory from 
an economic perspective.  The City would enjoy a greater economic windfall through a 
regional entertainment complex including a lakefront hotel and convention center, restaurants, 
stadium seating multiplex theater, swimming pool and other recreational amenities.  It is 
recommended that the City begin planning for negotiations with the Indians now.  Entering 
into negotiations with a prepared alternative will strengthen the City’s bargaining position.  
Maybe the City could develop the entertainment complex and a new stadium with facilities for 
the team at a different location capitalizing on both opportunities. 
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Downtown Winter Haven Redevelopment 
Projects and Costs 

This Community Redevelopment Plan contains projects consisting of public, private and joint 
public/private efforts that may take up to thirty (30) years to complete; provided, however, 
that in any event, all redevelopment financed by increment revenues shall be completed by 
December 31, 2030.  It is critical that the Redevelopment Agency incorporates a sound project 
implementation strategy to accomplish the most effective results in terms of addressing the 
community’s needs while stimulating private sector investment to obtain a favorable return on 
the public financial investment.  The following section of the plan sets forth recommendations 
concerning proposed projects and funding sources. It is important that the redevelopment 
program is flexible enough to take advantage of unforeseen opportunities such as private 
sector development initiatives or newly created government programs and funding sources 
which may provide additional leverage for tax increment financing.  

Staffing & Administration 

Director/Secretary Operating Budget 
 Cost: $115,000 per Year 
 Funding: City Revenues 

Code Enforcement 
 3 new officers, 100,000 per year 
 Funding: City Revenues 

Corridor Plans, Studies & Regulations 
 Projected Cost: $125,000 
 Funding: FDOT, RPC, City, and TEA 21 grant 

Overlay Zoning District Regulations and Architectural Design 
Guidelines 
 Cost: $75,000 
 Funding: City Revenues, DCA grants, and neighborhood improvement grants 

Streetscapes, Gateways and Connectors: Master Plan, Design & 
Construction 

1. U.S. 17 

2. 1st Street 

3. Cypress Gardens Blvd. 

4. Avenue K 

5. Avenue G 

6. 3rd Street 7th Street 
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7. Central Avenue Magnolia Avenue 

8. 3rd Street Traffic Circle 

 Cost: Cost projections are estimated at a cost of between $150,000 – $200,000 per 
block and include: sidewalks, curb replacement, furnishings, street lighting and 
landscaping.  The four proposed gateway features are estimated at $50,000 each, and 
four public restrooms are estimated at $50,000 each. 

 Projected cost: Master Plan $100,000, design & construction $14.75 million 
 Funding: Developer contributions, City revenues, TIF, CDBG Grant, FDOT Highway 

Beautification grants, ISTEA grants, Tourist Development grants, SBA Tree Planting 
grants, Keep America Beautiful (KAB) grants, FDOT agreements, Municipal Services 
Benefit Unit assessment (MSBU), Gas Tax Bond  

Downtown Infrastructure Retrofit & Drainage Improvements 
 Projected Cost: $2.25m 
 Funding: City Revenues, Public Works 

Regional Trail and Lake System Master Plan/Design & 
Construction 
(Includes Farmer’s Market) 
 Projected Cost:  Master Plan $125,000, design, land acquisition & construction 

$12.75m 
 Funding: FCT grants, SWFWMD, Greenways and Trails grant, TEA 21, National Trail 

Funding program, Tourist Development grants, Canal Commission 

Central Park 
 Projected Cost: Design & Construction $1,500,000 
 Funding: TIF, City revenues, private sector contributions 

Downtown Parking 
 Projected Cost: Land Acquisition & Construction $250,000 
 Funding: TIF, City, Main Street 

Tree Planting Program 
 Projected Cost: $100,000 
 Funding: KAB and SBA tree planting grants with in-kind services match 

Neighbor hood Parks Lake Martha/7th Street NW 
 Projected Cost: $500,000 each, Total $1m 

Façade Improvement Program 
 Projected Cost: $250,000 over ten years 
 Funding: City Revenues, TIF, Main Street 
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Lake May Waterfront Improvements 
 Projected Cost: Demolition, Environmental Cleanup & Improvements $1.75m 
 Funding: EPA Grants, Canal Commission, Developer contributions TIF, City 

Revenues 

Lake Silver Multi-purpose Recreation and Civic Service Center 
 Projected Cost: Land Acquisition, Design & Construction $1.5m 
 Funding: City Revenues 

Canal Maintenance & Enhancement 
 Projected Cost: Dredging, Re-vegetation, Shoreline Improvements $1m 
 Funding: Canal Commission 

Lake Shipp Waterfront Improvements 
 Private Sector 

Lake Lulu Waterfront Improvements 
 Private Sector 

Public/Private Sector Development Opportunities 

Several projects identified in this plan provide opportunities for the public and private sector 
to work together toward the development of mutually beneficial projects.  The public and 
private sectors can bring different resources and capabilities to bear on projects that fulfill the 
objectives of the Redevelopment Plan but otherwise might be unsuccessful for various 
reasons. Public costs are undetermined at this time because the Agency’s role in each will be 
defined through negotiation at the time of the project.  In attempting to attract initial 
investment from private developers the City will target a programmed development for the 
project, solicit a developer, and then negotiate a public/private development agreement.  The 
agreement sets forth terms and conditions involving the disposition of land, the nature of the 
prospective development, City contributions and other conditions pertaining to the project. 
The following redevelopment projects, as described in the concept plan narrative, have a 
greater chance of success if pursued jointly with the private sector. 

 Consolidated Government Services Facility 
 Lake Howard Waterfront Revitalization 
 Chain of Lakes Recreation Complex 
 Lake May Waterfront Revitalization 
 Lake Shipp Waterfront Revitalization 
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Five Year Redevelopment Capital Improvement 
Program 

It is recommended that the City develop a five-year capital improvement program (CIP) for 
the planning, design and construction of the redevelopment and community improvement 
projects identified within the Redevelopment Plan.  The CIP describes estimated project 
specific funding allocations for Redevelopment Agency projects and is used for planning 
purposes only.  The CIP is not a guarantee of expenditure of funds on a given project.  Actual 
funding allocations will be determined annually through the budget process.  As priorities 
change the CIP is amended. 

As clearly seen in the previous section of this plan, the City will need to contribute financial 
resources other than tax increment revenues for the first five years of the redevelopment 
program.  Managed effectively, the City’s revenues can be leveraged through grants and 
interim commercial financing to accomplish a substantial number of capital improvements and 
required planning activities in the initial years of the process. When successful, the City should 
see a significant increase in the tax base and realize a healthy return on its investment through 
tax increment revenues, sales tax receipts and other formulated revenue sharing programs. The 
City and Redevelopment Agency should pursue bond financing for major capital 
improvements within five years.  Revenues for debt service can also be derived from projected 
tax increments and other revenues associated with specific redevelopment projects such as the 
Consolidated Government Complex. 

Five Year Capital Project Priorities 

1. Consolidated Government Complex, Master Plan, Design, Construction 
2. Lake Howard Boardwalk 
3. Master Plan of Regional Trail and Lake System 
4. Trail and Lakefront Design & Construction 
5. Streetscape Master Plan 
6. Central Park 
7. Construction of Streetscape Improvements  
8. Cypress Gardens Blvd. (Previously Budgeted) 
9. U.S. 17 
10. Avenue G 
11. Avenue K 
12. Central Avenue 
13. 3rd Street NW 
14. 1st Street 
15. Corridor Plans,  Studies & Regulations 
16. Establish Overlay Zoning District w/ Architectural Guidelines 

17. Establish Façade Renovation Program 
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Tax Increment Financing 

Tax increment financing is the most popular method for cities throughout the country to 
redevelop urban areas through public improvements, which promote private sector activity.  
Although the legal requirements are complex, the basic concept is relatively simple. 

In tax increment financing, property values in a certain defined area are capped or frozen at 
the assessed value for a particular base year.  Thereafter, any tax revenues due to increases in 
value in excess of the base are dedicated to the redevelopment area.  The municipality and the 
county both continue to receive property tax revenues based on the frozen value.  These base 
revenues are available for general government purposes. 

The tax increment revenues can be used immediately, saved for particular projects, or can be 
bonded to maximize the funds available.  Any funds received from a tax increment financing 
district, however, must be used for the redevelopment of the area and not for general 
government purposes. 

In the early 1980’s, many Florida cities established Community Redevelopment Agencies to 
facilitate the redevelopment of urban areas.  As the tax increments have increased, many 
redevelopment areas now have sufficient revenues to support significant levels of bonds. 

History of Tax Increment Financing 

Tax increment financing was originally developed over 30 years ago as a method to meet the 
local match requirements of federal grant programs.  With the reduction in federal funds 
available for local projects, however, tax increment financing is standing on its own as a 
method to finance local redevelopment. 

State law controls tax increment financing.  Because of this control, tax increment financing 
takes on a number of different techniques and appearances throughout the country. 

In Florida, tax increment financing is derived from the Community Redevelopment Act of 
1969, which is codified as Part III, Chapter 163 of the Florida Statutes.  This act provided for a 
combination of public and private redevelopment efforts, but did not authorize the use of tax 
increment financing.  The Act was amended in 1977 to allow tax increment financing.  Under 
the Statues, municipalities must go through a number of steps to establish a redevelopment 
area and implement a tax increment district. 

Upon approval of the governing body a Trust Fund for each Community Redevelopment area 
may be established.  The revenues for the Trust Fund are obtained by allocating any increases 
in taxable assessed value to the area.  The assessed value of the district is “frozen” and any 
increases (the tax increment revenues) are available for improvements to the area.  The tax 
collector collects the entire property tax and subtracts the tax on the base value, which is 
available for general government purposes.  Of the remaining tax increment revenues, 95% are 
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deposited to the Trust Fund.  The remaining 5% is kept by the local government as a 
collection fee. 

Type of Expenses Allowed 

There are five major types of expenses allowed under Florida Statues 163.387(6) for tax 
increment revenues. 

1. Establishment and Operations - they can first be used for the implementation and 
administrative expenses of the Community Redevelopment Agency 

2. Planning and Analysis - they can then be used to develop the necessary engineering, 
architectural, and financial plans 

3. Financing - the revenues may be used to issue and repay debt for proposed capital 
improvements contained in the Community Redevelopment Plan 

4. Acquisition - the revenues may be used to acquire real property 

5. Preparation - finally, the revenues may be used for site preparation, including the 
relocation of existing residents 

According to F.S. 163.370(2), however, the funds may not be used for the following purposes: 

1. To construct or expand administration buildings for public bodies unless each taxing 
authority involved agrees, 

2. Any publicly-owned capital improvements which are not an integral part of the 
redevelopment if the improvements are normally financed by user fees, and if the 
improvements would have otherwise been made without the Redevelopment Agency 
within three years, or 

3. General government operating expenses unrelated to the Redevelopment Agency. 

Tax increment revenue is typically the major source of funding for redevelopment projects 
under the State of Florida Community Redevelopment Act. 

Tax Increment Projections 

The following spreadsheet provides tax increment revenue projections for the Downtown 
Redevelopment area.  Revenue estimates are based on an annual increase in the tax base of 
2%.  The model contains several assumptions that increase the property values based on the 
successful completion of the following projects.   
Projected Annual and Cumulative Tax Increment Revenues (TIR) 
 

Year* Area  Tax Base x Millage = Increment x TIR Annual Cumulative 
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Tax Base** Increment Rate Revenues Limit Redevelopment 
Trust Funds 

Redevelopment 
Trust Funds 

0 171,310,567                   
1 174,565,468 3,254,901 x 0.013997 = 45,559 x 95% 43,281 43,281 
2 187,882,212 16,571,645 x 0.013997 = 231,953 x 95% 220,356 263,637 
3 199,451,974 28,141,407 x 0.013997 = 393,895 x 95% 374,201 637,837 
4 203,241,561 31,930,994 x 0.013997 = 446,938 x 95% 424,591 1,062,428 
5 207,103,151 35,792,584 x 0.013997 = 500,989 x 95% 475,939 1,538,368 
6 211,038,111 39,727,544 x 0.013997 = 556,066 x 95% 528,263 2,066,631 
7 215,047,835 43,737,268 x 0.013997 = 612,191 x 95% 581,581 2,648,212 
8 219,133,744 47,823,177 x 0.013997 = 669,381 x 95% 635,912 3,284,124 
9 223,297,285 51,986,718 x 0.013997 = 727,658 x 95% 691,275 3,975,399 
10 227,539,933 56,229,366 x 0.013997 = 787,042 x 95% 747,690 4,723,089 
11 231,863,192 60,552,625 x 0.013997 = 847,555 x 95% 805,177 5,528,267 
12 236,268,593 64,958,026 x 0.013997 = 909,217 x 95% 863,757 6,392,023 
13 240,757,696 69,447,129 x 0.013997 = 972,051 x 95% 923,449 7,315,472 
14 245,332,092 74,021,525 x 0.013997 = 1,036,079 x 95% 984,275 8,299,747 
15 249,993,402 78,682,835 x 0.013997 = 1,101,324 x 95% 1,046,257 9,346,005 
16 254,743,276 83,432,709 x 0.013997 = 1,167,808 x 95% 1,109,417 10,455,422 
17 259,583,399 88,272,832 x 0.013997 = 1,235,555 x 95% 1,173,777 11,629,199 
18 264,515,483 93,204,916 x 0.013997 = 1,304,589 x 95% 1,239,360 12,868,559 
19 269,541,277 98,230,710 x 0.013997 = 1,374,935 x 95% 1,306,188 14,174,747 
20 274,662,562 103,351,995 x 0.013997 = 1,446,618 x 95% 1,374,287 15,549,034 
21 279,881,150 108,570,583 x 0.013997 = 1,519,662 x 95% 1,443,679 16,992,714 
22 285,198,892 113,888,325 x 0.013997 = 1,594,095 x 95% 1,514,390 18,507,104 
23 290,617,671 119,307,104 x 0.013997 = 1,669,942 x 95% 1,586,444 20,093,548 
24 296,139,407 124,828,840 x 0.013997 = 1,747,229 x 95% 1,659,868 21,753,416 
25 301,766,056 130,455,489 x 0.013997 = 1,825,985 x 95% 1,734,686 23,488,102 
26 307,499,611 136,189,044 x 0.013997 = 1,906,238 x 95% 1,810,926 25,299,028 
27 313,342,103 142,031,536 x 0.013997 = 1,988,015 x 95% 1,888,615 27,187,643 
28 319,295,603 147,985,036 x 0.013997 = 2,071,347 x 95% 1,967,779 29,155,422 
29 325,362,220 154,051,653 x 0.013997 = 2,156,261 x 95% 2,048,448 31,203,870 
30 331,544,102 160,233,535 x 0.013997 = 2,242,789 x 95% 2,130,649 33,334,520 

 
 
*    Assumes Year 0 is 1999 
**  Assumes 1.9% annual increase in property values 
 
 
 
 In year 2 the tax base increases by approximately $10m assuming 50% completion of 

the Mall project and several other projects currently under construction. 
 The tax base increases by $8m in year 3 based on completion of the Mall project. 

 

Because of the value of these improvements the Winter Haven Redevelopment program is 
positioned for a very fast start.  The agency has several options for obtaining initial financing 
to enable immediate planning and design of the projects contained in this plan.   

 

The City can obtain interim financing through a bond anticipation note, commercial loan or 
commercial line of credit based on projected revenues. 
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The consolidated Government Complex is a priority project that will not only fulfill many of 
the program’s objectives, but will also have a substantial positive impact on the tax base.   

The City should also consider bonding of the annual gas tax revenues currently estimated at 
$500,000 per year, which would enable roughly $5m in bonding capacity that could be applied 
toward several of the streetscape improvement projects. 

These funds combined with other possible funding sources identified in this plan should 
enable the City to embark on an aggressive public improvement program that will serve as a 
catalyst for positive change. 
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Implementation Strategies 

Leadership 

Implementation of the Redevelopment Plan for the community will require the coordinated 
efforts of the City, the Community Redevelopment Agency, local business organizations, 
property owners and residents.  These efforts will be coupled with the employment of various 
organizational, legal, funding and promotional techniques to successfully implement the Plan. 

While leadership is a highly intangible quality, it is the single most important factor for 
successful implementation of the Plan for downtown Winter Haven.  This leadership must 
come from both the public and private-sectors.  Some projects will require considerably more 
leadership, effort and collaboration because of their difficulty and/or importance to the overall 
revitalization program.  Participation in a particular project will depend upon necessary powers 
and resources, which must be brought to bear on the project for its successful implementation. 
The City, Redevelopment Agency, the Main Street Board, Merchant’s Association, Chamber of 
Commerce, Canal Commission, Churches and other Civic Organizations all must play key 
leadership roles. 

Organizational Structure 

To have a good strong redevelopment program, you must first establish lines of 
communication between all sectors and facets of the community.  The Community  
Redevelopment Plan starts that relationship, but does not fully  develop their roles. Other 
organizations, such as, the Chamber of Commerce, Main Street Board and other civic leaders 
must develop the organizational framework and institutional relationships to facilitate effective 
redevelopment activities in cooperation with the Redevelopment Agency and the City. The 
City Commission must support the agency’s activities and provide a good strong framework to 
carry out the redevelopment plan.  Conflicting agendas between organizations will not assist in 
the redevelopment process to positively affect change in Winter Haven.  The key is 
communication and working together. 

City Commission and Staff 

The City Commission and staff are the leaders of the redevelopment program and must 
assume this role with vitality and enthusiasm.  They should concentrate on the following 
actions throughout the redevelopment process, but especially during the course of the first 
year. 

 Provide commitment of public policy and resources for the redevelopment effort 
 Buy into the redevelopment mission and insure implementation of scheduled projects 
 Provide necessary staffing and support from other City Departments for 

administrative purposes and program implementation 
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 Commit to making the necessary public improvements to the pedestrian and vehicular 
circulation systems, lake and regional trail systems, utility systems and parks and 
recreation facilities 

 Provide leadership and support for administrating public development controls and 
incentives to promote high-quality private development; this will include zoning 
requirements and incentives, corridor plans, site and architectural design guidelines, 
provision of additional public facilities and coordinated capital improvement programs 

 Work cooperatively with other jurisdictions, including, but not limited to the State, 
Polk County, MPO, FDOT, SWFWMD, Regional Planning Council, Canal 
Commission 

Redevelopment Agency Board & Staff 
 The Redevelopment Board and staff serve as the critical interface between the public-

sector and the private-sector 
 Provide on a day-to-day basis the necessary continuity of effort and momentum to 

keep the revitalization program moving towards its goal 
 Promote community revitalization and inform the community of its progress 
 Insure implementation of scheduled projects 
 Provide active and persuasive advocacy and initiation of downtown improvements 

contained in the Redevelopment Plan 

Civic Leaders 

Civic leaders must also be ambassadors of the redevelopment program.  Their support and 
active involvement in the effort is essential for success. They should: 

 Embrace the Redevelopment Plan and be educated about the program 
 Be involved in the implementation of the plan and involve the community through 

outreach 

Private-sector 
 Essential private-sector leadership must come from local banks and real estate 

development entrepreneurs within the community 
 The leadership role of local banks will involve providing financing for private 

developments and establishing a consortium to provide a revolving loan pool at below 
market interest rates for certain downtown improvements 

 Private real estate and development leadership must provide necessary entrepreneurial 
vision and initiative that will create profitable enterprises and an attractive 
redevelopment of downtown 

Public Initiatives 

City/Redevelopment Staff 
 Prepare grants feasibility study for public projects, including roads, utilities, 

streetscapes, parks, law enforcement, human resources, etc. 
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 Seek cooperative relationship with FDOT for access management, parking and 
streetscaping proposals 

 Research bond feasibility for financing major public facilities 
 Work with area financial institutions to develop favorable loan programs for private-

sector property rehabilitation projects 
 Contact affected property owners to determine their level of interest in participating in 

proposed redevelopment activities 
 Develop strategies to create new housing opportunities in the redevelopment area 
 Form basic public/private development agreements to be used for developer 

solicitation on selected projects 
 Further detail the implementation strategies contained in the Redevelopment Plan 

including project scheduling, finance, developer solicitation practices, land acquisition 
and disposition strategies, etc. 

Economic Development 

Work with the Chamber of Commerce and Main Street Program 

The redevelopment Agency must support the Chamber of Commerce and the Main Street 
Board as they strengthen local business opportunities through efforts to: 

 Promote and develop small businesses 
 Business recruitment and retention 
 Business education and training seminars 
 Additional member services 
 Promote new office space in support of government operations 
 Encourage all government agencies to locate in the downtown 
 Develop eco-tourism and heritage tourism programs 
 Attract key niche market retailers, both local and regional, to downtown area; then 

recapture local residents back to the historic downtown 
 Work with existing merchants to develop a merchandizing approach to create the 

specialty market niche.  Strive for after 5:30 p.m. nightlife mix 
 Work with existing retailers in joint venture marketing 
 Work to increase quality and quantity of major downtown public events: Festivals, Jazz 

in the Park, Antique Fair, etc. to increase frequency of "in-town" users 
 Keep Visioning Committees involved in the redevelopment process 

Land Use Planning and Urban Design 
 Achieve a mix of mutually supportive land uses in a compatible and functionally 

related arrangement in the redevelopment district to bring new business to the area 
 Residential development, both multi-family and medium to high density should be 

encouraged in the downtown 
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 Master-plan targeted public/private projects such as the Consolidated Government 
Complex, reinforcing positive aspects of existing activity and providing attractive 
combinations of building masses and open spaces 

 Utilize existing vacant land as an opportunity for redevelopment 
 Formulate strategies to take advantage of spin-off effects of commercial development 

activity 
 Prepare corridor improvement plans and guidelines for U.S. 17, 1st Street and SR 542. 

that address traffic circulation, parking, land use, land development regulations, 
landscape codes and architectural guidelines 

 Create peripheral City entrance treatments with signage and a graphic theme as one 
approaches from all directions 

 Establish and implement performance criteria to assure high site design standards, 
environmental quality and other design elements that provide unity and integrity of 
design to the entire redevelopment area 

 Develop a Facade Improvement Program 
 Prepare a Capital Improvement Program with phasing identified for implementation 
 Update Comprehensive Plan: Future Land Use Element and Capital Improvements 

Element 
 Make code enforcement a priority for entire City; review code, policies and procedures 
 Prepare long-term parking strategies to accommodate existing and long-range 

development needs: 
- Encourage rear building parking 
- Make parking visible, accessible and convenient 
- Add new spaces in downtown area 
- Encourage off-street parking for employees 

 Screen and buffer conflicting industrial uses close to commercial and residential areas 
 Utilize existing vacant land as an opportunity for redevelopment 
 Implement neighborhood planning 
 Control Billboards 
 Pursue  annexation east to U.S. 27  for control of peripheral development patterns 
 Complete Comp Plan and LDR revisions 
 Create overlay zoning district for downtown 
 Update housing and subdivision regulations to maintain quality of housing 
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Statutory Requirements 

Relocation Assistance 

The City adopted a relocation policy in 1993, which adheres to the Federal Uniform 
Relocation Assistance Act providing equitable treatment for all property owners and tenants in 
the event of displacement resulting from property acquisition by the Redevelopment Agency.  
It is anticipated that property acquisitions within the Redevelopment area will occur through 
private enterprise.  Private sector land acquisition and redevelopment projects are not subject 
to the same provisions.  If a voluntary sale is made, relocation of occupants, whether tenants 
or owners, is the responsibility of the parties to that sale.  In the case of tenants displaced as a 
consequence of a voluntary sale, the Redevelopment Agency, if requested, will assist by 
providing technical assistance and by referring the displaced parties to known local private and 
public housing providers to assure that replacement housing is available to them. 

At this writing, there are no redevelopment projects proposed for implementation that would 
necessitate the public acquisition of occupied property and the involuntary displacement of 
any household or business by the Redevelopment Agency.  As a matter of policy, the 
Redevelopment Agency will strive to avoid displacement of households and businesses.  
Proposed elements of this Redevelopment Plan specifically seek to promote the reuse of 
appropriate existing structures, provide assistance for neighborhood revitalization, allow the 
current residents to revive their neighborhoods, and avoid clearance. 

Should the Redevelopment Agency feel compelled to undertake a project, at some future point 
in time, which would require involuntary relocation, the City’s relocation policy would be 
followed.  Displaced parties would be treated fairly and courteously.  Efforts would be made 
to avoid any undue hardship on the displaced occupant.  Relocation benefits would be 
provided consistent with adopted City policy. 

Under federal regulations, any project using Redevelopment Agency funds is subject to the 
regulations stipulated under the Uniform Relocation Act, if relocation is an element of the 
project. 

Element of Residential Use 

There are residential uses of various types and character, including, single-family, multi-family, 
rental units, owner occupied units, and detached units in existence in the redevelopment area 
at the time of this writing. It is a matter of policy that the efforts undertaken by the Agency, as 
described in this Redevelopment Plan, are intended to retain and enhance a high quality of 
residential use, particularly with regard to developing and maintaining sustainable 
neighborhoods.  Redevelopment program activities will strive to cultivate the positive 
neighborhood characteristics cited by the community during public workshops and reduce or 
eliminate the negative characteristics.   
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While the Future Land Use Concept Plan contained herein identifies areas of future residential 
use, it is assumed that these areas would be developed by the private sector in response to 
favorable market conditions resulting from the success of the redevelopment program.  If, 
however, the redevelopment area were to be fully developed at maximum residential densities 
the total number of additional housing units would be less than 500. 

Plan Approval 

In accordance with Chapter 163.360, Florida Statutes, the Community Redevelopment Agency 
shall submit any Redevelopment Plan it recommends for approval together with its written 
recommendations, to the governing body.  The governing body shall hold a public hearing on 
the Redevelopment Plan after public notice thereof by publication in a newspaper having a 
general circulation in the area of operation of the county or municipality.  The notice shall 
describe the time, date, place, and purpose of the hearing, identify generally the 
Redevelopment area covered by the Plan, and outline the general scope of the Redevelopment 
Plan under consideration.  Following such a hearing, the governing body may approve the 
Redevelopment Plan therefore if it finds that: 

1. A feasible method exists for the location of families who will be displaced from the 
Redevelopment area in decent, safe, and sanitary dwelling accommodations within their 
means and without undue hardship to such families; 

2. The Redevelopment Plan conforms to the general or comprehensive plan of the county or 
municipality as a whole; 

3. The Redevelopment Plan gives due consideration to the provision of adequate park and 
recreational areas and facilities that may be desirable for neighborhood improvement, with 
special consideration for the health, safety, and welfare of children residing in the general 
vicinity of the site covered by the Plan; and 

4. The Redevelopment Plan will afford maximum opportunity consistent with the sound 
needs of the county or municipality as a whole, for the rehabilitation or Redevelopment of 
the Redevelopment area by private enterprise. 

Upon approval by the City Commission the Redevelopment Plan shall be considered in full 
force and effect for the respective Redevelopment area and the City may then cause the 
Community Redevelopment Agency to carry out the implementation of such Plan 

Duration of Plan 

The provisions of this Plan shall remain in effect, and serve as a guide for the future 
Redevelopment activities in the entire designated Winter Haven Community Redevelopment 
area through December 31, 2030. All redevelopment financed by increment revenues shall be 
completed by December 31, 2030. 
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Amendment of Plan 

The Redevelopment Plan may be modified, changed, or amended at any time by the City 
Commission in accordance with the requirements of Florida Statutes, Section 163.361. 

Safeguards and Retention of Control 

This Redevelopment Plan is the guiding document for future development, redevelopment 
and ancillary programs, projects and activities in and for the redevelopment area.  In order to 
assure that redevelopment will take place in conformance with the projects, goals and policies 
expressed in this plan, the Redevelopment Agency will utilize the regulatory devices, 
instruments and systems used by the City of Winter Haven to permit development and 
redevelopment within its jurisdiction.  These regulatory devices, etc., include but are not 
limited to the Comprehensive Plan, the Land Development Code, the Zoning Code, adopted 
design guidelines, performance standards and City authorized development review, permitting 
and approval processes. In accordance with the requirements of Section 163.362(2)(b) the 
City’s regulatory controls determine the limitations on building height, structure size and use. 
The redevelopment plan sets forth proposed uses in the description of the concept plan and 
illustrates them on the accompanying maps. The Winter Haven City Commission retains the 
vested authority and responsibility for: 

1. The power to grant final approval to Redevelopment Plans and modifications. 

2. The power to authorize issuance of revenue bonds as set forth in Section 163.385, F. S. 

3. The power to approve the acquisition, demolition, removal or disposal of property as 
provided in Section 163.370(3), F.S. and the power to assume the responsibility to bear 
loss as provided in Section 163.370(3), F.S. 

The Redevelopment Agency shall provide adequate safeguards to ensure that all leases, deeds, 
contracts, agreements, and declarations of restrictions relative to any real property conveyed 
shall contain restrictions and/or covenants to run with the land and its uses, or other 
provisions necessary to carry out the goals and objectives of the Redevelopment Plan. 

Reporting Requirements 

The Community Redevelopment Agency shall comply with the reporting requirements of 
Florida Statutes, Section 163.356(3c) which include the filing with the Auditor General, on or 
before March 31st of each year, and with the City Commission, a report of its activities for the 
preceding fiscal year, which report  shall include a complete financial statement setting forth its 
assets, liabilities, income and operating expenses as of the end of such fiscal year.  Additionally, 
the Agency shall comply with the auditing requirements, as set forth in Florida Statutes, 
Section 163.387(8), which mandates an independent financial audit of the trust fund each fiscal 
year and a report of such audit. 
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Severability 

Should any provision, section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase of this Plan be declared 
by the courts to be invalid or unconstitutional such declaration shall not affect the validity of 
the remaining portion or portions of this Plan. 
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Appendix A:  
Focus Group Meetings Summary Report 

SUMMARY REPORT 
Focus Group Work Sessions 
Winter Haven Community Redevelopment Plan 
Tuesday, January 18th and Wednesday, January 19th 2000 
City Hall, Winter Haven 

Following is a summary report outlining the information obtained during four workshops 
conducted over a two-day period in Winter Haven.  The information includes an overview of 
the process and basic format of the meetings, the attendees, the questions asked and a brief 
summary of the information provided by the participants.   This information is used during the 
inventory and analysis phase of the redevelopment planning process and will be incorporated 
when formulating the goals and objectives of the Redevelopment Plan. 

Round Table Discussions 

Attendees were asked to respond to a series of questions designed to generate discussion 
concerning existing conditions and desirable future development opportunities and public 
investments in the redevelopment area.  Questions were designed to extract different 
information from each group depending on their interest and expertise.  

WORK SESSION #1 

Tuesday January 18, 2000: 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Business Representatives 

Participants: 
 Bud Strang, 6-10 Corporation, Economic Development Co-chair  
 Morgan Rowe, William G. Rowe & Sons 
 Ronnie Wood, Main Street Director, Growth and Redevelopment committee 
 Pat Ezell, Ritz Theater Board, Community committee co-chair 
 Wayne Ezell, News Chief Owner, Economic Development co-chair 
 David Libby, Winter Haven Hospital, Chamber President 
 Bob Gernert, Chamber Executive Director 
 Tom Jennings, Co-chair Lakes sub-committee 
 Paul Rutledge, Trammell Crowe 
 Craig Buchanan, Trammell Crowe 
 Tom Murray, Trammell Crowe 
 Dennis Keegan, Trammell Crowe 
 Beverly Tew-Circe, Planning Director 
 Alan Klose, Planning Manager 
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 Russell Moore, RMPK 
 Kurt Easton, RMPK 

After introductions and a project overview, participants were asked to provide a briefing of the 
outcome of the visioning process for the various sub-committees. Other questions and 
discussion involved views and concerns about the future of Winter Haven as they relate to 
business, such as, economics, market demographics, current conditions in the downtown, 
obstacles to business, regulations, parking, taxes, visibility, signage, retail mix, and promotional 
efforts. Following is a summary of the comments from the work session. 

Lakes Preservation and enjoyment visioning objectives 

 Focus on water quality and land use issues 
 Accessibility to lakes for all citizens 
 Redevelopment of lake front areas 
 Eco-tourism 
 Improve stormwater system for water quality 
 Public Education 

Desire for active Canal Commission to keep waterways clean and to provide boat ramps for 
public access 

Preponderance of privately owned property on the lakefronts is considered a limiting factor 
for long term success 

Should implement an “adopt a lake shore” program 

Committee has developed a list of projects to improve the aesthetic quality of the lake 
environment 

Property acquisition will be an important component of long term implementation strategies 

Possible sites for redevelopment of the chain of lakes include: 
 McDonalds area on Lake Howard, possible boat docks 
 Eastern shores of Lake Howard, Lake May and Lake Shipp 
 Canal area connecting Lake Shipp and Lake Lulu 
 Lake Lulu property acquisition and development of a recreational area on 

southwestern shoreline 
 City Owned property on Lake May 

The San Antonio waterway system provided inspiration for many of the ideas for the chain of 
lakes. 

There is concern of the possible reaction to future lakefront redevelopment opportunities 
from major property owners on the lakefronts. 

An important tool for future development on the lakes is proper zoning. 

There is a great opportunity to interconnect the lake system with a greenway through the rails 
to trails program. 
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Lake Hollandsworth in Lakeland is considered a good example of the possibilities for Winter 
Haven's lake system. 

There is concern over the negative reaction already received from residents living on Lake 
Elbert. 

Possible future land uses surrounding the lakes: 
 Restaurants, lounges 
 Convention center 
 Hotel complex 
 Entertainment district 

There are opportunities and challenges with capturing visitors to Cypress Gardens. 

Winter Haven should attempt to capture visitors using the Lakeland airport. 

We should develop a greenways master plan to tie the lakes and trail systems together. 
 

Economic Development 

Focused on three major areas: 
 Growth of existing businesses in area 
 Attracting new businesses 
 Infrastructure Issues 

Must capitalize on the economic strength of the medical industry in Winter Haven 

Capitalize on current market opportunities for class A office space and apartments 

Broaden potential for tourism with Cypress Gardens, Cleveland Indians, waterfront areas, 

greenways, revitalization of the Mall and downtown area 
 

Growth and Redevelopment committee 

Seven sub-groups were established: 
 Historic Preservation 
 Growth Management 
 Annexation 
 Downtown revitalization 
 Neighborhood revitalization 
 Affordable Housing 
 Infrastructure 

 

Issues 

Desire for establishing a historic district recognized through the National Historic Register 

Establish a Pope Avenue District with incentives for revitalization 
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Establish a Winter Haven Historic Museum in the downtown 

Determined the need for business and City involvement in the transportation planning process 

Incorporate bikeways in trail system and throughout the downtown area 

Concern over land use issues pertaining to industrial areas near lakefronts 

Must plan for and encourage highest and best use in these areas 

Encourage Annexation: 
 Develop incentives 
 Provide public education concerning advantages 
 Establish citizens advisory committee concerning issue of annexation 

Need for neighborhood revitalization and affordable housing 

Problem with follow through in code enforcement  

Desire landscaping, sidewalks and neighborhood parks 

Believe there are opportunities for mid-range housing 

Determined need for a City wide comprehensive Master Plan 

Should continue with neighborhood planning efforts 

Must develop strategies to compete with new suburban development occurring in the 
southeastern portion of the city 

The City must overcome the problems associated with absentee ownership of property 

General concern that new residents are not working in Winter Haven and that those who are 
working in town live elsewhere  

Concern over the relocation of large tenants from downtown area out to Hwy 27 with vacant 
buildings remaining in town 

Should consider a diplomatic corps to work with government and private sector to avoid this 
situation in the future 
 

Community Committee 

Focused on diversity, recreation and communication 

Believe that there should be a Master Plan for the regional trail system to provide continuity 
for the entire system 

Should avoid conflict in design 

Concern that the City does not have a Master Plan to avoid conflicts such as the proposed 
MLK road extension south of Avenue M along the trail right-of-way 

 

WORK SESSION #2 
Tuesday January 18th, 2000, 2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Major Property Owners 
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Participants: 
 John Zolinski, Publix Supermarkets 
 Michael Leeds, RMC Development/Publix property management 
 Jennifer Cone, TECO 
 Judy Goodwill, Administrator, Gessler Clinic 
 Morgan Rowe, William G. Rowe & Sons 
 Kerry Wilson, 6-10 Corporation, Local Attorney downtown property owner 
 Elizabeth McCormack, News Chief 
 Paul Rutledge, Trammel Crowe, Mall Developer 
 Dick Noll, Resident 
 Jim Lowe, Central Florida Gas 
 Brian Ulery, Administrator, Bond Clinic 
 Beverly Tew-Circe, Planning Director 
 Alan Klose, Planning Manager 
 Russell Moore, RMPK 
 Kurt Easton, RMPK 

 

Major Property Owner Representatives 

Following introductions and a project overview, members of this focus group were first asked 
to discuss the status of their businesses and to describe any future plans for expansion or 
relocation.  Discussions included past and present relationships between businesses and the 
City. What are the opportunities and constraints for business in the area?  What can be done to 
improve business opportunities? Should regulatory changes be considered?  Following is a 
summary of their comments. 
 

Publix 

Publix owns the North Gate Shopping Center and anticipates losing a major tenant (Belks) in 
the near future 

RMC Development is assisting Publix with property management and is doing a market study 
to determine future redevelopment potential for the site 

They anticipate preliminary planning results in 3 to 6 months 

They are pleased with the City's planning effort and are glad to be involved in the process 
from the beginning 

They intend to continue working with the City as their plans evolve 

Speedway located across the street is in the process of pulling their old gas tanks and are 
refurbishing the site 
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Rowe & Sons 

Own 15 -20 acres near Lake Shipp, including 3 acres of vacant water front property , which is 
used for truck trailer parking and storage 

75 years at this location 

Employ 250 

Lease additional warehousing space employing an additional 250 

Operations include fruit packing and juice extraction, primarily tangerines 

Provide a valuable employment base   

Many employees walk to work from Eloise and surrounding areas of Polk County 

Other industrial land uses in the vicinity include: 
 Purcell Industries 
 Florida Gas 
 Velda Farms 
 Adams Building Supply 
 Other Industrial warehousing users 

Rowe & sons no longer use the rail system 

Adams building supply sometimes uses rail for larger lumber shipments and is effectively the 
only company still using rail to Mr. Rowe's knowledge 

He realizes that these are no longer the highest and best uses for lakefront properties and that 
the condition of these properties can be a detraction for private sector investment 

They have no plans for relocating at this time, however as property values increase in the 
future relocation becomes more of a possibility 

Indicated that Velda Farms is in the process of making a substantial investment in their 
property 

Their most pressing need is for improving their truck docking facilities, which currently cause 
significant traffic circulation problems 

Rowe & Sons welcome this planning effort and hope to continue to work with the City in the 
future as the redevelopment program evolves 
 

6-10 Group-Peterson Myers Attorneys 

Purchased and made substantial improvements to their office space in 1983 

Own the GTE properties downtown 

Own property at the corner of Avenue T and 1st Street North 

They are very supportive of efforts to improve the downtown 

Plan to continue to invest in the improvement of downtown 

Recommend that the City consider rezoning as part of the redevelopment process 
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Questioned whether current zoning allowed residential uses in the downtown 
 

TECO 

Employ 35 in the downtown location 

There is potential for investing in site improvements 

There is a need to expand at their existing site 

Recently provided a matching contribution for the Ritz Theater with Main Street 

There are possible funding opportunities for street lighting improvements  

TECO has an Economic Development Department, Ken Lippencott, Manager 
 

Gessler Clinic 

Own property on Lake Silver drive across from the Hospital 

Employ 350 

Recently finished an expansion project 

Still have a need for additional parking 

Future needs may require land acquisition 

Employees desire more shopping opportunities and restaurants in the downtown 

Need day care facilities 

Currently planning for additional 30 to 40,000 sq. ft. expansion 
 

Bond Clinic 

Facility located on Central Avenue 

Employ 350 

Need for additional space and parking 

Planning for additional 40,000 sq. ft. 

Having difficulty hiring qualified employees 

Trammell Crowe 

Plan to redevelop the Winter Haven Mall 

Propose to bring in new business and attract new tenants 

Improve the retail mix and shopping opportunities in town 

Winter Haven is competing for a share of the commercial market with other areas that have 
more visibility and access from major corridors such as I-4 and US 27 

They are bullish on Winter Haven and believe there is sufficient market demand to support 
their $10 million investment 
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They are excited about the redevelopment effort believing that it will enhance the marketability 
and profitability of their project 

The Winter Haven City staff has been very helpful to them during the site planning and  
development review process 
 

Central Florida Gas 

Established in 1929 

Located near Lake Shipp 

55 total employees 

10 year old facilities also located near Salvation Army  

Site is constrained causing a possible relocation 

They are open to long term opportunities  

Understand the possible benefits of relocation 
 

WORK SESSION #3 
Wednesday January 19, 2000, 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.  
Government Agencies 

Participants 
 Jennifer Sapuppo, Code Enforcement 
 David Romine, Police Chief 
 Tony G. Jackson, Fire Chief 
 Joanne McCleland, SWFWMD 
 Ben Walker, FDOT 
 Mike Britt, Lakes Division Manager 
 Doug Leonard, Central Florida Regional Planning Council 
 Doug Taylor, Building Safety 
 Bob Sheffield, Director Leisure Services 
 Dale Smith, Public Works 
 Roger Griffiths, Canal Commission 
 Beverly Tew-Circe, Planning Director 
 Alan Klose, Planning Manager 
 Kurt Easton, RMPK  

Government Agencies 

Following introductions and a brief overview, the participants of this work session were asked 
to provide an overview of their government jurisdiction and to describe any projects or 
programs that may have an impact on the future of the City and more specifically the 
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redevelopment area. Questions were directed toward specific projects and programs that are 
planned or available to the community and will have a bearing on Winter Haven's future.  Are 
funding sources available through these organizations that can provide for the implementation 
of the redevelopment plan?  Questions involved issues related to the organizations 
represented, i.e. , proposed capital improvements, utilities capacity and service, planned 
transportation improvements, growth management, land use controls, stormwater 
management, police and fire protection, incentives for commercial renovations, proposed 
parks and open space, current plans for government buildings such as the Library and Police 
Station. 
 

Planning and Development 

Current planning programs include: 
 Revisions to Comprehensive plan 
 Neighborhood planning initiatives 
 CRA plans 
 Revisions to land development regulations 

Issues related to LDR include: 
 Set back requirements 
 Land use and zoning 
 Amortization of nonconforming uses 
 Incentives for economic development 

Issues related to implementation of the Comp Plan include: 
 Neighborhood policing programs 
 Park planning 
 Capital improvement planning 
 Public works programs  
 Lakes programs 

 

General planning issues 

Need better access to GIS for planning, zoning, code enforcement and annexations 

CIP is not used as an effective tool for budgeting  

There is a lack of budgeting and programming for smaller projects 
 

Code Enforcement 

Currently pursuing an aggressive clean-up program including several demolitions 

Management posture is now 50-50 as proactive and reactive enforcement 

Have identified areas for application of uniform code enforcement 

There is a shortage of manpower 
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There needs to be a systematic awareness of code enforcement issues 

Need more political fortitude in carrying out fines and penalties 

Must address the legal constraints to effective code enforcement 

Must address policy pertaining to cost of enforcement 
 

Police 

Police programs include community  policing zones 

Redevelopment could reconfigure these zones 

Future land use will have an impact on zone configuration because of the different police 
requirements for commercial and residential uses 

Man power allocations are impacted by land use decisions 

Police force incorporates two philosophies of approach 

Law enforcement is reactive to individual cases and community service is proactive 
involvement designed to deter criminal activity 

Community policing often includes code enforcement 

Winter Haven currently employs 3.1 officers per 1,000 population 

The national average is between 2.1 and 2.5 per 1,000 population 

Police department needs additional officers 

Recommend that land development regulations incorporate crime prevention by design 
techniques (grant funding is available for this through the Safe Neighborhoods Act) 

Jim Vandervely is a crime prevention by design specialist currently on the force 

New annexations are shifting man power needs to the south east 
 

New Police Station 

$3M project currently in design phase 

Current design plans for 10 years with the possibility of future expansion 

Proposed location is 1 block north of the existing station 

This is considered a good location for functional purposes and is located at the population 
center of the city 

It is very desirable to have the police, fire and hospital located in close proximity for 
centralized administration   

Improved access to the GIS system will be beneficial for future operations of each of these 
services 

There is some concern over parking  

Some departments are concerned that parking may encroach on the rails to trails greenway 
system if an agreement for parking with the Woman's Club is not successful 
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Fire 

Presently there are no plans for new facilities 

City has long term response agreements with other agencies 

Department policy is moving toward proactive measures as opposed to reactive response 

Demand is now being placed on fire prevention 

Began grid inspection process in June which incorporates pre-incident planning 

Currently has 3 people to accomplish this task 

Currently developing data base systems for program, however the concern is the lack of 
timeliness of follow through 

Strong desire to integrate this system with GIS 

The 1-5 year planning horizon is supposed to begin in 2000 

There is a need for linkage with the GIS system 

A linked data base with the GIS system affords enormous benefits for health and safety when 
integrated with Police, Fire and emergency services 

An additional sub-station may be needed as annexation occurs to the southeast 
 

Public Works 

The oldest infrastructure is located within this area of the City 

Any streetscape or urban design plans must incorporate the replacement of utilities 

City is behind the curve in capacity for providing water for fire flow 

Presently lacking pressure for fire 

Great concern for condition of existing pipes since most are more than 100 years old in the 
downtown area 

The capacity and conditions of the lines on First Street North are not a problem because they 
were replaced when the road was widened 

Great concern over the condition of water and sewer lines in the alleys 

This must be considered during any urban design process 

The current hook-ups are located in the alleys, future hook-ups and property orientation will 
be important elements of future design 

The designer should look closely at Rocko's alley N-S behind Colonial Square for possibilities 
associated with the alleyway 

TECO would like to upgrade facilities in the downtown 

5th Street provides an opportunity as a possible utility corridor 

Solid waste collection is a major issue in the downtown area 
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Collection in the alleys is extremely difficult and the alleys are to be reoriented as pedestrian 
corridors then trash disposal must be addressed 

Possible solution is centralized trash collection 

The City should work closely with the solid waste department to determine best approach 
from a functional standpoint as well as location and operational perspectives 
 

Leisure Services 

Serious need for park and greenspace master plan 

Should consider alleys in downtown as possible links to rails to trails 

When considering waterfront retail development maintain public access 

City should consider an ordinance requiring FDOT to provide landscaping for any road 
projects within the City 

Upcoming landscaping projects include: 
 South US 17,  $189,000 presently under design 
 US 17 crossover, $200,000 budgeted 
 Grant application submitted for Cypress Gardens Blvd. 

5th Street SW has been vacated for Velda Farms effectively truncating access to the rails to 
trails greenway near Lake Shipp 

 Recommend that an alternate solution be discovered to provide southern extension for the 
trail possibly along the lakefront 

Recommends hiring a park planner for joint use between Leisure Services and Planning 
departments 

Additional maintenance staff will be needed upon completion of the proposed landscaping 
projects 

Expressed concern over the possibility of a road being designed as an extension to MLK Blvd 
within railroad ROW on west side of Lake Silver 

Need to take a close look at this area from a design stand point 

Re-emphasized the need for Master planning parks and open space 

Should take a close look at inter-departmental planning and operations 

County has adopted a plan for a regional trail system connecting Central Park in Winter Haven 
to Lake Alfred 

Question as to where to relocate the farmer's market after completion of Police Station 

Should it be on the trail 

Possibilities exist with older homes located on the west side of rail ROW across from Police 
station 

At one time there was a plan to provide east-west access to the downtown on Avenue F from 
US 17 
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Some concern over maintaining any proposed landscaping for the downtown 
 

Library 

$4m project 

Seeking state grant for $500,000 

Size of facility is projected to increase from the current 9,000 sq. ft. to between 22 and 25,0000 
sq. ft. based on State formula 

For purposes of submitting the grant application on time, expansion of the current facility on 
the existing site is being proposed 

Recommend establishing a site selection committee for the new library 

Site should have greatest impact possible and the library should be designed with high quality 
architectural feature to make a statement concerning design standards for the downtown 
 

Building Safety Department 

Department's primary concern is public safety pertaining to building design and construction 

Only department that generates more income than it uses 

Revenues $350,000 - Budgeted expenditures $160,000 

Need additional manpower and support for contractor licensing and building inspections 

Recommends that the City upgrade these services before insurance rates increase 
 

Central Florida Regional Planning Council 

Most of the land in the downtown area is parking 

Parking is not a problem 

Rent rates are extremely low in downtown $1.25 per sq. ft. 

Buildings in the downtown are in poor condition and are in need of refurbishment 

Concerned that most refurbishment in the past has been patch work and undertaken only on 
the ground floors of buildings 

Upper floor space is extremely under utilized 

Recommend checking the ownership of property in the area 

Absentee ownership issues are an easy blame 

Be aware of bad attitudes toward out of town owners 

Questioned the status of SR 542 improvements and whether the ROW on Central Avenue 
downtown was storefront  

SR542 was being considered for the 20 year plan by the MPO 

Central Avenue ROW is storefront to storefront 
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Be aware of possible site contamination or brownfields in the downtown and in the industrial 
areas near Lake Shipp 

Incorporate public art/monumental art in urban design plans 
 

Regional Perspective 

Competing with US 27 

Industrial distribution opportunities on SR 544 such as Wal-Mart 

Bartow and Winter Haven airports becoming more important 

Long term transition of airports to heliports 
 

Lakes Management Division 

Must connect future development and the downtown to the lakes system 

Property along the chain of lakes is underutilized 

Look for opportunities to access waterfront with rails to trails 

Must provide aesthetic and recreational amenities within the redevelopment area to be 
competitive with other areas in the region 

Redevelopment projects must address stormwater issues in correlation with infrastructure 
improvements contained in the stormwater management plan 

Lake system should be seen as transportation system 

Chain of Lakes is a major link to all assets in the community 

Need pedestrian access to the lake system 

Property ownership issues are limiting development of sidewalks along the lakes 

The downtown needs access from SR 540 in the SW  

Possible solution is an Avenue O corridor 

Need landscape ordinance to address design standards and maintenance of retention areas 
 

FDOT 

Projects: 
 US 17 crossover construction scheduled to begin in 2001 
 Access improvements to Amtrak 
 7th Street corridor improvements 
 Resurfacing on SR 540 and SR 542 
 SR 542 improvements proposed in Long range plans 

Developing a county-wide rails to trails program 

Access management will be an important issue for future projects 
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FDOT is now instituting policies in support of a state wide livable communities initiative 

This change of heart should be beneficial to the redevelopment area by enabling more flexible 
standards for road design and streetscaping 
 

Southwest Florida Water Management District 

The SFWMD has jurisdiction over stormwater management issues in this region of Florida 

Of great importance to future redevelopment projects is that the majority of the property in 
the district was developed prior to 1984 and therefore is exempt from stringent SWFWMD 
permitting requirements 

SWFMD would be supportive of a regional approach to stormwater management 

Pre-application meetings are beneficial to expediting the permitting process 

There are cooperative funding opportunities for innovative approaches to stormwater 
management 

Would consider land banking program for stormwater mitigation 

Would consider proposals for area-wide permitting 
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WORK SESSION #4 
City Commission and Planning Commission 
Wednesday January 19, 2000, 2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 

Participants: 
 Carl Cheatham, City Manager 
 Perry Burnham, City Planning Commission, Local Banker 
 Melody Johnson, City Planning Commission 
 Darren Dobson, Planning Commission, Local Realtor 
 Jim Joiner, Planning Commission, Local Attorney 
 Bill Cea, City Attorney 
 Scott Girouard, Mayor, Local Businessman 
 Charlie Cone, City Commissioner, Electrical Consultant 
 Dr. Tom Freijo, City Commissioner, Educator 
 Steve Lockhart, Planning Commission, Local Realtor 
 Charles Richardson, City Commissioner 
 Jeff Potter, Planning Commission 
 Beverly Tew-Circe, Planning Director 
 Kurt Easton, RMPK Inc. 

The participants of this work session were provided a more detailed overview of the planning 
process and presented some of the information obtained during the previous work sessions. 
They were then asked to provide their insight and expectations of the redevelopment program.  
Questions involve political and governmental ramifications.  What are the expectations for this 
program?  What are the issues and concerns expressed by their constituents?  Are there any 
hot topics?  Where does the redevelopment effort fit in the agenda for the City's future? What 
are the strengths and weaknesses of the City?  How do you see the City 10 and 20 years from 
now? What are your concerns? Following is a brief summary of the issues discussed during this 
session. 

Summary of Discussion 

Must discover the appropriate direction and be committed to follow through 

Desire an overview of tax increment financing 

Should understand that the use of these funds is an investment  

The return on investment is growth in the tax base generated through private sector 
investment  

Winter Haven's assets and values 

Lakes and waterfront areas 

These areas are under utilized and neglected from a commercial value perspective 

Should redevelop these areas 

Government property is in wrong areas 
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Get public works off of Lake May 

Must understand implications associated with the economic value of the Winter Haven 
Hospital versus the impacts on the total value of the tax base 

Concern over the condition of the neighborhoods  

Community policing has been valuable 

Inspired by river tour of San Antonio 

Envision a mall from Lake Silver to the stadium 

Need for a waterways master plan 

Draw from experiences in Auburndale and Lakeland 

Must have a vision for a better community from an aesthetic and functional point of view 

Can we buy property and sell it for a loss 

Yes a community redevelopment agency can according to the statutes 

What about storm water contributions in lieu of on-site retention requirements? 

SWFWMD said earlier that this might be a valid consideration 

Can you use TIF funds for landscaping on private property? 

No you may not spend TIF revenues on private property 

Should consider cross parking agreements 

Happy to be having these conversations 

Has invested in property in the downtown 

Inspired by representatives from Haysville, South Carolina who discussed the success of their 
community at the APA conference 

Historically Winter Haven has not capitalized on opportunities such as Cypress Gardens 

There was no tangible excitement about the visioning process just completed and that will be 
important when trying to motivate  the community to support this plan 

We are starting to experience some progress 

There are no shopping opportunities in Winter Haven 

From a regional perspective there is no attractive way to get into town 

Winter Haven is surrounded by blighted areas and the major corridors leading into town are 
ugly 

Winter Haven has people who are willing to get involved 

Aesthetics are very important 

Must improve the use of lake front properties 

Should provide families access to the water 

People are hungry for change and would support a well thought out program if presented 
effectively 
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Most like the small town atmosphere 

The plan must incorporate the process for change in the future 

Need to build on the unique attributes of the community 

Must develop a sense of pride in ownership 

Strengthen code enforcement efforts and follow through 

Need litter control and must enforce penalties 

Need means to generate other sources of revenue 

Key ultimately is private sector investment inline with the objectives of the plan 

Pleased with the blending or interfacing with Florence Villa 

Florence Villa is the front door and we must focus our resources on improvements in that area 

Need to identify desired business and industries 

Florence villa could house new industry 

We must have commerce 

Downtown won't be viable unless people live there 

Should encourage mixed-use with apartments 

Turn downtown around with upscale living units 

Take advantage of alleyways by incorporating double entrances 

Consolidate trash pick-up 

Inspired by Franklin Street in Tampa 

Waterfront areas should not be initial priority 

Consider connecting the downtown with the Mall using a trolley system 

What is the status of the new bus terminal for downtown 

The Transit Authority Advisory Board has set up a design committee 

The design of this facility should have the highest quality of architectural design standards and 
should be strategically located for the greatest impact 

All investment in public facilities should have the highest quality of architectural standards 
establishing a theme and a standard for private sector investment 

Although we are now being critical we should take pride in our town 

Winter Haven is seen as a leader by surrounding communities 

Majority of people working in town do not live in the redevelopment area 

Be realistic about TIF 

Be sure to integrate the CRA plan with the Downtown urban design plan 

Need continuity in design 

What about Chamber involvement? 
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Energy level is high in the community 

It will be very important to help the community understand what a CRA is 

Must not forget other areas such as Florence Villa and Pughsville 

Must understand the make-up of the community 

For example Florence Villa is not a platted community 

Take advantage of vacant land at the intersection of First Street North and Avenue T 

Develop a relationship and a process for education of the community 

Don't be disillusioned and have great expectations for immediate improvements 

Be prepared to stay committed to a long term program 

These things take time 

The community in Florence Villa believes that there has been a disproportionate expenditure 
of resources over the years 

It will be important to ensure that there is a correlation of information carried over from the 
visioning process 

Find the appropriate conduit for providing information and sustain it 

There is a concern over the past record of visioning sessions with no follow through 

It will be important to point out the community's strengths not just its weaknesses 

Need for economic rebirth  

How do we entice people to come in? 

Preserve the residential uses in Florence Villa 

Concern over possible impacts of future development on the neighborhoods 

Need employment opportunities 

Vacant land presents positive opportunities 

What is the relationship of the Community Reinvestment Act? 

How can banks get involved? 

Redevelopment programs are very attractive to banks for fulfilling their reinvestment 
requirements  as defined in the Federal CRA legislation because they are easily accepted by the 
Federal Government as target areas 

Banks can get involved through low interest loan programs to the CRA or through the 
establishment of revolving loan programs for small businesses or façade improvement 
programs 

Who will be responsible for marketing the redevelopment program? 

The redevelopment board, Chamber of Commerce City Commission and staff 

It will be important to access local banks 

Concern over the lack of success from former economic development programs using low 
interest loans 
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Banks should have access to the redevelopment plan 

We must look at the positive aspects and avoid dwelling in the past 

We must look forward and stay committed 

Need to determine the leadership in the community that will help make this happen 

The final meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m. on Wednesday January 19, 2000. 

Prepared and respectfully submitted January 26, 2000, by Kurt Easton, Project Manager, The 
RMPK Group.  

Concept Plan and Capital Project Priorities 
SUMMARY REPORT 
Winter Haven Community Redevelopment Plan 
Public Workshop Wednesday April 12, 2000 
City Hall, Winter Haven 

Following is a summary report outlining the information obtained during the public workshop 
held Wednesday April 12, 2000 in Winter Haven.  The workshop provided an overview of the 
concept plan developed as a culmination of the inventory and analysis phases of the 
redevelopment planning process.  The concept plan incorporates information obtained during 
the previous workshop with redevelopment goals and objectives derived from focus groups 
and the Winter Haven Visioning program. The plan is a graphic presentation of the physical 
development opportunities and public improvements proposed for the downtown 
redevelopment district.  In addition to public in-put the plan is based on fundamental planning 
principles and economic analysis.  

After the presentation and lengthy discussion, the attendees were asked to prioritize the 
proposed capital projects and programs as well as the anticipated public/private development 
projects contained in the Future Concept Plan.  From the 15 proposed capital improvements 
and programs participants were asked to place a green marking next to the 3 highest priority 
projects and a red mark next to the second highest priorities based on there understanding of 
the proposals and desire for project implementation.  Then they were asked to place a marking 
next to their 3 highest priorities of the 5 public/private redevelopment projects described in 
the meeting.  Finally, after some emotional discussion concerning the future location of the 
Winter Haven Police Station and Public Library, they were asked to indicate their preference 
for the location of these facilities. 

Nearly 75 people attended the workshop with 54 taking the opportunity to complete the 
prioritization process.  Following is a statistical summary of the voting process from highest to 
lowest priorities.  For the capital projects and programs the highest priorities have been given a 
2 to 1 weighting which established the total number of points at 454. The vote on 
public/private projects was not weighted therefore establishing a total number of 159 votes. 

The results of this process will be used when preparing final recommendations for capital 
improvement programming and are considered in relation to project impacts including the 
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redevelopment agency’s ability to leverage private sector investment and the timing of other 
funding opportunities. 

Priority Capital Projects and Programs  
Winter Haven Redevelopment Plan 
 
Projects 1st/2nd Weight % 
1. Regional Trail Master Plan 35/0 70 15% 
2. Streetscape Design/Construction 22/11 55 12% 
3. Lake Front Design/Construction 18/15 51 11% 
4. Lake Front Master Plan 23/5 51 11% 
5. Streetscape Master Plan 23/4 50 11% 
6. Code Enforcement 17/6 40 9% 
7. Retrofit Infrastructure 15/5 35 8% 
8. Gateway Improvements 5/13 23 5% 
9. Urban Design Guidelines 8/3 19 4% 
10. US 17 Improvements 8/2 18 4% 
11. Neighborhood Parks 3/7 13 3% 
12. Finish GIS System 0/8 8 2% 
13. Administrative Rezoning 0/8 8 2% 
14. 7th Street Improvements 3/2 8 2% 
15. Sign & Landscape Regulations 2/1 5 1% 
    
TOTAL 182/90 454 100% 
 

Public/Private Redevelopment Projects 
 

Project Vote % 
1. Lake Howard 56 35% 
2. Government Center 36 23% 
3. Chain of Lakes 28 17% 
4. Lake May 22 14% 
5. Lake Shipp 17 11% 
   
TOTAL 159 100% 

Police Station Location 
 

Old New Other 
14 34 6 

Library Location 
Old New 
24 30 
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Appendix B:  
Statutory Provisions 

Statutory Powers and Authority 

Powers of the Community Redevelopment Agency 

As authorized by the Community Redevelopment Act, a wide variety of powers are available 
to the City of Winter Haven to carry out redevelopment activities. The Winter Haven 
Redevelopment Agency is vested with the following powers pursuant to Florida Statutes 
Section 163.370: 

1. To make and execute contracts and other instruments necessary or convenient to exercise 
its powers in accordance with statutes; 

2. To disseminate redevelopment information; 

3. To undertake and carry out community redevelopment projects and related activities 
within its area of operation, such projects to include: 

 Acquisition of a slum area or a blighted area or any portion thereof; 
 Demolition and removal of buildings and improvements; 
 Installation, construction or reconstruction of streets, utilities,  parks, playgrounds 

and other improvements necessary for carrying out the Community 
Redevelopment Plan; 

 Disposition of any property acquired in the Community Redevelopment area at its 
fair value for uses in accordance with the Community Redevelopment Plan; 

 Carrying out Plans for a program of voluntary or compulsory repair and 
rehabilitation of buildings or other improvements in accordance with the 
Community Redevelopment Plan; 

 Acquisition of real property in the Community Redevelopment Project area which,  
under the Community Redevelopment Plan, is to be repaired or rehabilitated for 
dwelling use or related facilities, repair or rehabilitation of the structures for 
guidance purposes and resale of the property; 

 Acquisition of any other real property in the Community Redevelopment area 
when necessary to eliminate unhealthful, unsanitary or unsafe conditions, lessen 
density, eliminate obsolete or other uses detrimental to the public welfare or 
otherwise, to remove or prevent the spread of blight or deterioration or to provide 
land for needed public facilities; 

 Acquisitions, without regard to any requirement that the area be a slum or blighted 
area, of air rights in an area consisting principally of land in highways, railway 
tracks, bridge entrances or other similar facilities , which have a blighting influence 
on the surrounding area and over , which air rights sites are to be developed for 
the elimination of such blighting influences and for the provision of housing and 
related facilities and uses designed specifically for and limited to, families and 
individuals of low or moderate income; 
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 Construction of foundations and platforms necessary for the provision of air rights 
sites of housing and related facilities and uses designed specifically for and limited 
to, families and individuals of low or moderate income; 

4. To provide or arrange or contract for, the furnishings or repair by any person or agency, 
public or private, of services, privileges, works, streets, roads, public utilities or other 
facilities or in connection with a Community Redevelopment Project; and to agree to any 
conditions that it may deem reasonable and appropriate attached to Federal financial 
assistance and imposed pursuant to Federal law relating to the determination of prevailing 
salaries or wages or compliance with labor standards, in activities and to include in any 
contract let in connection with such a project and related activities, provisions to fulfill 
such of said conditions as it may deem reasonable and appropriate; 

5. Within its area of operation: 

 To acquire by purchase, lease, option, gift, grant, bequest devise or otherwise, 
except in eminent domain, any real property (or personal property for its 
administrative purposes) together with any improvements thereon; 

 To hold, improve, clear or prepare for redevelopment any such property; 
 To mortgage, pledge, hypothecate or otherwise encumber to dispose of any real 

property; 
 To insure or provide for the insurance of any real or personal property or 

operations of the county or municipality against any risks or hazards, including the 
power to pay premiums on any such insurance; 

 To enter into any contracts necessary to effectuate the purpose of this part. 

6. To invest any Community Redevelopment funds held in reserves or sinking funds or any 
such funds not required for immediate disbursement in property or securities in which 
savings banks may legally invest funds subject to their control; to redeem revenue bonds 
issued pursuant to this part at the redemption price established therein or to purchase such 
bonds at less than redemption price, all such bonds so redeemed or purchased to be 
canceled; 

7. To borrow money and to apply for and accept advances, loans, grants, contributions and 
any other form of financial assistance from the Federal Government, the State, County or 
other public body or from any sources, public or private, for the purposes of this part  and 
to give such security as may be required and to enter into and carry out contracts or 
agreements in connection therewith; and to include in any contract for financial assistance 
with the Federal Government or with respect to a Community Redevelopment Project and 
unrelated activities such conditions imposed pursuant to Federal laws as the county or 
municipality may deem reasonable and appropriate and which are not inconsistent with the 
purposes of this part; 

8. To make or have made all surveys and Plans necessary to carry out the purposes of this 
part and with the consent of the City Commission to contract with any person, public or 
private, in making and carrying out such Plans, which Plans may include, but not be 
limited to: 
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 Plans for carrying out a program of voluntary or compulsory repair and       
rehabilitation of buildings and improvements; 

 Appraisals, title searches, surveys, studies and other Plans and work necessary to 
prepare for the undertaking of Community Redevelopment Projects and related 
activities; 

 Plans for the enforcement of state and local laws, codes and regulations relating to 
the use of land and the use and occupancy of buildings and improvements and to 
the compulsory repair, rehabilitation, demolition or removal of buildings and 
improvements. 

9. To develop, test and report methods and techniques and carry out demonstrations and 
other activities, for the prevention and the elimination of slums and urban blight and 
development  and demonstrating new or improved means of providing housing for 
families and persons of low income; 

10. To apply for, accept and utilize grants of funds from the Federal Government for such 
purposes; 

11. To prepare Plans for and assist in the relocation of persons (including individuals, families, 
business concerns, nonprofit organizations and others) displaced from a Community 
Redevelopment area and to make relocation payment to or with respect to, such persons 
for moving expenses and losses of property for , which reimbursement or compensation is 
not otherwise made, including the making of such payments financed by the Federal 
Government; 

12. To appropriate such funds and make such expenditures as may be necessary to carry out 
the purposes of this part; 

13. To close, vacate, plan or re-plan streets, roads, sidewalks or other places; 

14. To organize, coordinate and direct the administration of the provisions of this part, as they 
may apply to the City, in order to address the objective of remedying slum and blighted 
areas and preventing the causes thereof within the City and to establish such offices in 
order to carry out such purposes most effectively; 

15. To acquire by eminent domain any real property together with any improvements thereon. 

The following powers shall remain vested in the City Commission of Winter Haven: 

1. The power to determine an area to be a slum or blighted area or combination thereof, to 
designate such area as appropriate for a Community Redevelopment  Project and to hold 
any public hearings required with respect thereto; 

2. The power to grant final approval to Community Redevelopment Plans and modifications 
thereof; 

3. The power to authorize the issuance of revenue bonds as set forth in F. S. Section 163.385; 
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4. The power to approve the acquisition, demolition, removal or disposal of property as 
provided in F. S. Section 163.370 (4) and the power to assume the responsibility to bear 
loss as provided in F. S. Section 163.370 (4). 
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Appendix C: 
Sources of Redevelopment Funding  
and Finance 

The following section provides a review of potential sources of funding for redevelopment 
programs.  In general, a variety of financing options are presently available to the City of 
Winter Haven and the Community Redevelopment Agency.  Among these are the following: 

Redevelopment Revenue Bonds 

The provisions of F.S.163.385 allow the City, in conjunction with the Community 
Redevelopment Agency, to issue "revenue bonds" to finance redevelopment actions.  The 
security for such bonds is based on projected tax increment revenues to be used to finance the 
long-term bond debt.  Prior to the issuance of long-term revenue bonds, the City or 
Community Redevelopment Agency may issue bond anticipation notes to provide up-front 
funding for redevelopment actions until sufficient tax increment funds are available to provide 
debt service on a bond issue. 

General Revenue Bonds 

For the purposes of financing redevelopment actions, the City may also issue general 
obligation bonds.  These bonds are secured by debt-service millage on the real property within 
the City and must receive voter approval. 

Special Assessment Districts 

The City of Winter Haven could also establish special assessment districts, Municipal Service 
Benefit Units (MSBU), for the purpose of funding various capital improvements within an 
area or for the construction of a particular project. 

Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) 

The CDBG monies may be committed to demolition of substandard housing units, housing 
rehabilitation assistance and home ownership assistance within targeted areas of the 
community redevelopment area.  Fund expenditures are for the benefit of low and moderate-
income residents. 
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CDBG Commercial Revitalization Grants 

Funding may be used for planning, design and construction of infrastructure that supports 
commercial revitalization or strategic planning initiatives for redevelopment and revitalization 
of commercial properties contained in targeted areas of low to moderate income. 

The State Housing Initiatives Partnership (SHIP) Program 

This is a block grant to local governments to allow them to implement locally designed 
housing programs.  The SHIP Program provides funds for use under the State Apartment 
Incentive Loan (SAIL) Program, the Homeowner-ship Assistance Program "), the Florida 
Affordable Housing Guarantee Program, and the Affordable Housing Catalyst Program. 

This program offers low-interest mortgage loans to profit and non-profit developers of new 
apartment projects that set aside a minimum of 20% of their units for households with 
incomes at or below 50% of applicable median income or a minimum of 40% of their units 
for households with incomes at or below 60% of applicable median income.  Loans are 
generally limited to no more than 25% of total project cost and have a maximum term of 
twenty-five (25) years.  The Florida Housing Finance Agency (FHA) and the Florida 
Department of Community Affairs administer the program. Loan recipients are selected 
through a competitive application process. 

The Homeownership Assistance Program (HAP) 

HAP assists low-income persons in purchasing a home by providing zero-interest second 
mortgage loans in the amount of $1,700 to be used for down payment and closing costs 
associated with financing a mortgage loan under the Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bond 
Program. The borrower must be approved by a participating lender in order to receive a HAP 
loan, and have a total annual income less than 80% of the state or local median income, 
whichever is greater.  As of 1992, the program was expanded to include construction loans to 
not-for-profit builders of for-sale housing and permanent second mortgage loans to low 
income buyers of those homes.  The Florida Housing Finance Corporation (FHFC) and the 
Florida Department of Community Affairs administer the program. 

The Home Investment Partnership (HOME) 

This is an annual formula grant to local governments.  It was enacted as part of the 1990 
Redevelopment Agency and National Affordable Housing Act to provide states with their first 
opportunity to administer federally funded homeownership and rental housing programs.  
These funds may be used for new construction, rehabilitation, land acquisition, site 
improvements, and tenant-based rental assistance.  The state's HOME program is 
administered by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation, with priority given to projects 
located in communities which have not received direct HOME funding. 
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The Low Income Rental Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) 

This program provides developers of low income housing with a dollar-for-dollar reduction in 
federal tax liability in exchange for the production of low-income rental housing.  The amount 
of tax credits a developer is eligible for is directly related to the number of qualified low-
income units which meet federal rent and income requirements within a development.  
Developers may produce the housing through new construction or the acquisition and 
substantial rehabilitation of existing structures. 

Parks Recreation and Beautification Grants 

The following grant programs may be used for design and construction of parks and 
streetscape improvements.  All of these programs have funding limits, require a 50% local 
matching contribution and are obtained through competitive processes. 

Florida Recreation Development Assistance Program (FRDAP) 

This annual, state recreation assistance program may be used for recreational land acquisition, 
park design and construction.  Active park amenities are normally afforded a higher priority 
than passive parks.  With a $150,000 limit, projects may be phased over several years. 

Transportation Efficiency Act Grants (TEA 21) 

Excellent source of funding for streetscape improvements.  As the name implies, this program 
is particularly valuable for pedestrian and bicycle improvements.  Annual Federal program 
administered through FDOT and local MPO.  No specific funding limitations. Projects are 
awarded on merit, need and political influence. 

FDOT Highway Beautification Grants 

Annual State highway beautification program.  With a $150,000 annual limit, projects may be 
phased over several years.  Excellent source of funding for improvements on Federal and State 
Highways.  

Keep America Beautiful (KAB) Grant 

Annual landscaping grant program administered through State Department of Agriculture.  
With a $20,000 limit, projects may be phased;  $40,000 worth of trees planted in an urban area 
has a substantial physical impact. 

Small Business Administration (SBA) Tree Planting Grant 

Annual tree-Planting grant geared toward supporting nursery operations and landscaping 
contractors with less than 100 employees.  Has a $20,000 limit.  Same impact as above. 
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Industrial Revenue Bonds (IRB) 

Industrial revenue bonds may be used to finance industrial and some commercial projects.  
The primary emphasis on such projects is the creation of jobs and as a consequence 
speculative ventures are not normally financed by these means.  The City typically issues such 
bonds, with repayment pledged against the revenues of the private enterprise being funded.  
IRBs are tax-exempt and consequently are typically three percentage points below prevailing 
interest rates. 

Urban Development Action Grants (UDAG) 

This is one of several programs at the Federal level designed to fund private development 
through leveraged public investment.  Because of cutbacks in Federal funding, this is not 
considered a strong source of funds at this time. 

Safe Neighborhoods Act - F.S. Chapter 163.502 

Neighborhood improvement districts created pursuant to the Act may request a Planning 
grant from the State's Safe Neighborhood Trust Fund on a 100% matching basis.  The District 
may also authorize the levying of an ad valorem tax of up to 2 mills annually on real and 
personal property. 

Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA) Grants 

UMTA grants can be used for construction of infrastructure in support of mass transit 
objectives.  Some flexibility exists in the guidelines for this grant program, for example UMTA 
funds could be used to help construct a multi-story parking facility if the facility is part of a 
distribution plan for other means of mass transit, such as a rail system. 

Florida Community’s Trust (FCT) Fund Grant 

This grant program was established for environmental land acquisition.  Ten percent of the 
grant proceeds are distributed from the Preservation 2000 program.  This is an excellent 
funding source for land acquisition if necessary when developing the regional trail system  

South West Florida Water Management District (SWFWMD) Funds 

SFWMD funding is available for assistance in stormwater improvement projects, which would 
be beneficial for redevelopment projects that contain areas identified as having drainage 
deficiencies.  

Direct Borrowing from Commercial Lenders 

The Redevelopment Agency is also authorized to fund redevelopment projects and programs 
through direct borrowing of funds.  Depending on the funding requirements of the particular 
project(s), the Redevelopment Agency may utilize both short-term and long-term borrowing.  
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Although terms and conditions may have a direct bearing on use of a particular commercial 
lending institution, the Redevelopment Agency will generally attempt to secure the lowest 
available interest rate. 

Land Sales / Leases 

Acquisition of property and its preparation for development are powers available to the 
Redevelopment Agency under statutory provisions.  The resale or leasing of such land to 
private developers can provide another source of income within the community 
redevelopment area. 

Private Contributions 

Voluntary contributions by private companies, foundations and individuals are a potential 
source of income to the Redevelopment Agency.  Although such contributions may account 
for only a small portion of redevelopment costs, they do provide opportunities for community 
participation with positive promotional benefits. 

Other Potential Funding Sources 

Brownfield Pilots Cooperative Agreement 
Grant Agency: EPA 
Type of Projects Funded: Programs To Assess Environmental Conditions Blocking 

Redevelopment 
Dollar Amount(s): Up To $200,000 Per Pilot over A 2-Year Period 
Match: Required 
Strings and Limitations: 

Not For Actual Development or Remedial Actions 
Not At Sites Contaminated by Petroleum Products 

Deadline: Announcement in Federal Register 

Business and Industrial Loans 
Grant Agency: Department of Agriculture-Rural Business Cooperative Service 
Types of Projects Funded: Acquisition, Construction, Equipment 
Dollar Amount(s): $35,000 - $10,000,000 
Match: Not Required 
Strings and Limitations 

Must Be For Areas With Populations Less Than 50,000 
Special Preparations Required: Feasibility Studies Required 

Community Development Financial Institutions Program 
Grant Agency: U.S. Department of the Treasury 
Types of Projects Funded: Lending and Investment Capital for Targeted High Poverty, 

High Unemployment Areas 
Possible Project: Economic Development 
Dollar Amount(s): Up To $1,000,000 
Match: 100% 
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Deadline: June 
Leveraging Possibilities: Lending Institutions 
Special Preparations Required: Applicant-Non-Profit Financial Intermediary 

Community Development Block Grant  
Housing Rehabilitation Category 
Grant Agency: Florida Department of Community Affairs 
Type of Projects Funded: Rehabilitation of Affordable Housing 
Possible Project: Rehabilitation of Affordable Housing 
Dollar Amount(s): Up To $750,000 
Deadline: Varies 
Leveraging Possibilities: SHIP funds 

Community Development Block Grant  
Neighborhood Revitalization Category 
Grant Agency: Florida Department of Community Affairs 
Types of Projects Funded: Infrastructure 
Possible Project: Neighborhood Improvements 
Dollar Amount(s): Up To $750,000 
Deadline: Varies 

Community Development Corporation  
Support and Assistance Program 
 
Grant Agency: Florida Department Of Community Affairs 
Types of Projects Funded: Administrative Support for Organizations Involved In 

Economic Development and Neighborhood Revitalization. 
Dollar Amount (S): Approximately $40,000 - $50,000 Annually 
Match: None 
Deadline: Spring 

Economic Development Transportation Fund 
Grant Agency: Executive Office of the Governor  

Office of Tourism, Trade and Economic Development 
Types of Projects Funded: Road Projects that are an Inducement for Location of a 

Company or Expansion of a Company. 
Dollar Amount(s): Up To $2,000,000 
Match: None 
Strings and Limitations: Tied to Job Creation 
Deadline: July 1 
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Community Development Block Grants,  
Small Cities, Economic Development 
Grant Agency: Florida Department Of Community Affairs 
Types of Projects Funded: Infrastructure, Construction 
Dollar Amount (S): Up To $750,000 
Possible Project: Capital Costs for rail access to Industrial Site 
Strings and Limitations: Job Creation:  $12,000 of Grant Dollars Per Job Created for Low to 

Moderate Income Persons. 
Deadline: Four Times Yearly.  Announced In Florida, Administration Weekly 
 

Economic Development Grants For Public Works  
And Infrastructure Development (EDA Public Works) 
Grant Agency: U.S. Economic Development Administration 
Types of Projects Funded: Water and Sewage Systems, Industrial Access Roads, Tourism 

Facilities, Business Incubators Facilities, Infrastructure for Industrial Parks 
Possible Project: Increasing Capacity of Water or Sewer Infrastructure  
Dollar Amount(s): $200,000 - $4,500,000 
Match: 50% 
Strings and Limitations: Must be Above National Average Unemployment Rate 
Deadline: Rolling 
Special Preparations Required: Pre-Application Process Consistent with Overall Economic 

Development Program (OEDP) 
 

Cultural Facilities Grants 
Grant Agency: Florida Depart of State, Division of Cultural Affairs 
Types of Projects Funded: Construction of Cultural Facilities Including Arts, Historical 

and Science Museums 
Dollar Amount(s): Up To $500,000 
Possible Project: Performing Arts and Civic Center 
Match: 2/1 (Two Local to One Grant), Match Must Be At Least 50% Cash Which Can Include 

Land Value and Irrevocable Cash Pledges.  No State Funding Permitted as Match. 
Strings and Limitations: Maximum Request Over Five Years:  $1.5 Million 
Deadline: Courtesy Review-Mid March, Application Deadline-Mid April 
Special Preparations Required: Architectural Planning must be Complete. Architect Must be 

Under Contract to the Project.  Project should be cited in Cultural Plans. 
 

Florida Greenways and Trails Program 
Grant Agency: Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Types of Projects Funded: Acquisition of Property for Linear Corridors, Open Space 

Connectors and Trails 
Dollar Amount(s): $12,000 - $5,500,000 
Possible Project: Excellent source of funding for regional trail project 
Match: None Required 
Deadline: June 
Leveraging: Possibilities 
Special Preparations Required: Willing Seller 
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Florida Recreation Development Assistance Program 
Grant Agency: Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Types of Projects Funded: Active Recreation 
Possible Project: Multi-purpose Recreational Facility 
Dollar Amount(s): $50,000 - $150,000 
Match: Zero Match For $50,000, 50% Match For $100,000 
Deadline: Late August 
Special Preparations Required: Public Hearings 
 

Historic Preservation Grant-in-Aid 
Grant Agency: Florida Department of State 
Types of Projects Funded: Acquisition and Development, Surveys and Planning, Certified 

Local Government, Special Topics That Change Yearly 
Possible Project: Historic Properties Inventory 
Dollar Amount(s): Up To $20,000 
Match: 50% 
Strings and Limitations: Conservation Easement on Renovated Property 
Deadline: September 1 and December 1 
Special Preparations Required: Intense Lobbying Effort 
 

Historic Preservation Special Category 
Grant Agency: Florida Department of State 
Types of Projects Funded: Renovation 
Dollar Amount(s): $50,000 - $250,000 
Match: At Least $50,000.  Match can be Cash or in-kind from up to five years prior to 

Application Deadline. 
Strings and Limitations: Conservation Easement on Renovated Property 
Deadline: Mid-May to early June 
Special Preparations Required: Intense Lobbying Effort in Tallahassee September and April 
 

Homeless Continuum of Care 
Grant Agency: U.S. HUD 
Types of Projects Funded: Permanent Housing; Single Room Occupancy; and Supportive 

Housing Services. 
Possible Project:  
Dollar Amount(s): Estimate: $2,000,000 
Match: No Specific Amount or Percentage 
Strings and Limitations: Must Plan to Address Entire Community Needs 
Deadline: August 
Leveraging Possibilities: CDBG, City Contribution 
Special Preparations Required: Continuum of Care Plan for Entire Community 
 

TEA 21 
Grant Agency: Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) / Florida Department of 

Transportation / Federal Highway Administration 
Types of Projects Funded: Highway Beautification, Historic Preservations, Scenic 

Roadways, Bike and Pedestrian Facilities, Rehabilitation and Operation of Historic 
Transportation Studies, Preservation of Abandoned Railway Corridors, Control and 
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Removal of Outdoor Advertising, Archeological Planning and Research, Mitigation of 
Water Pollution due to Highway Runoff 

Dollar Amount(s): Varies 
Possible Projects: Corridor planning studies, Streetscape Master Plan and construction 
Match: 10% Non-Federal Funds 
Strings and Limitations:  
Deadline: TBA 
 

John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 
Grant Agency: Foundation 
Types of Projects Funded: Arts and Cultural, Education, Journalism, Community 

Initiatives  
Possible Project: Program or Capital Expenses for Performing Arts Center 
Dollar Amount(s): $20,000 - $150,000 
 

Livable Communities 
Grant Agency: Federal Transit Administration 
Types of Projects Funded: Planning, Property Acquisition, Purchase of Buses, Safety 

Elements, Site Design, Improvements, Operational Enhancements 
Possible Project: Transportation Planning and design 
Dollar Amount(s): $300,000 - $1,000,000 
 

Local Initiatives Support Corporation 
Grant Agency: Foundation Grant 
Types of Projects Funded: Community Building Initiatives 
Possible Project: Capacity Building of Community Organizations 
Dollar Amount(s): Technical Assistance 
 

Local Law Enforcement Block Grants Program 
Grant Agency: U.S. Department of Justice 
Types of Projects Funded: Hiring, Training, Employing Additional Law Enforcement; 

Enhancing Security in Schools; Drug Court; Establishing Multi-Jurisdictional Task Force 
in Rural Areas; Establishing Crime Prevention Programs Between Community And Law 
Enforcement Personnel 

Possible Project: Community Policing Initiatives 
Dollar Amount(s): $10,000 and Up 
Match: 10% 
Strings and Limitations: Cannot Supplant Local Funds 
Deadline: August 
 

Low Income Housing Tax Credit 
Grant Agency: Florida Housing Finance Agency 
Types of Projects Funded: New Construction, Rehabilitation (Excluding Land Costs) 
Possible Project:  
Dollar Amount(s): Tax Credit: 9% New Construction, 4% With Other Federal Subsidies 
Strings and Limitations: Set Aside 20% of Units at 50% or Less of Median Income Set Aside 40% 

of Unit at 60% or Less of Median Income 
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Deadline: March/April 
Leveraging Possibilities: HOPE VI, SHIP, CDBG funds  
 

National Trail Funding Program 
Grant Agency: Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
Types of Projects Funded: Development / Acquisition of Pedestrian and Bicycle Trails, 

Development of Trailside Facilities 
Possible Project: All trail related projects 
Dollar Amount(s): $50,000 
Match: $50,000 
Deadline: December 31 
 

Small Business Administration (SBA) Micro-loan  
Demonstration Program 
Grant Agency: U.S. Small Business Administration 
Types of Projects Funded: Working Capital, Acquisition of Material, Supplies, Equipment, 

Technical Assistance 
Possible Project: Industrial, Manufacturing, Business Incubator Programming Neighborhood 

Commercial Revitalization 
Dollar Amount(s): $25,000 
Strings and Limitations: Targeted to Minority and Women Business Owners 
Deadline: Rolling 
Special Preparations Required: Eligible Applicant: Intermediary Lenders, Non-profit 

Organizations 
 

Small Business Administration (SBA)  
504 Loan Guarantee Program 
Grant Agency: U.S. Small Business Administration 
Types of Projects Funded: Debt Refinancing, Machinery and Equipment, Working 

Capital, Real Estate Purchase, or Renovations for Business Use 
Possible Project: Neighborhood Commercial Revitalization 
Dollar Amount(s): Average Award $192,126 
Strings and Limitations: One Permanent Job must be Created or Retained For Every $35,000 of 

Funds Requested 
Deadline: Rolling concurrent with 504 Loan Program 
Leveraging Possibilities: Up to 90% of Project 
Special Preparations Required: Eligible Applicant: Commercial Businesses with Net Worth of 

Less Than $6 million and less than 500 employees 
 

Small Business Administration (SBA) 504 Loan  
Grant Agency: U. S. Small Business Administration 
Types of Projects Funded: Land, Building, New Construction, Enlarge or Renovate 

Existing Property, Machinery, Equipment and Leasehold Improvements 
Possible Project: Industrial Incubator 
Dollar Amount(s): Average Award $307,000 
Strings and Limitations: One Permanent Job must be Created for Every $35,000 of Funds 

Requested 
Deadline: Rolling 
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Leveraging Possibilities: Up to 40% of Total Project cost to exceed $750,000 can be financed 
Special Preparations Required: Eligible Applicant: Certified Development Companies serving 

Commercial Business with net worth of less than $6 million and less than 500 employees 
 

Sustainable Development Challenge Grants 
Grant Agency: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Types of Projects Funded: Brownfields, Balancing Growth and the Environment 
Dollar Amount(s): 10,000 to $250,000 
Deadline: August 
Special Preparations Required: Formation of Stakeholders Committee 
 

Title V Community Organizing Programs 
Grant Agency: OJJDP Agency 
Types of Projects Funded: Neighborhood Organizing and Planning 
Possible Project: Formal Community Outreach Program 
Dollar Amount(s): $50,000 
Match:  50% 
Strings and Limitations: Support Newly Formed Groups Working Toward Juvenile Crime 

Prevention 
Deadline:  Spring 
Leveraging Possibilities: CDBG 
Special Preparations Required: Neighborhood Group Organized 
 


